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A large number of World Wide Web (WWW) applications can be interpreted
as providing access to a collection of digital resources such as information (e.g., The
Library of Congress [Ref. 1]), or software code (e.g., The Java Repository [Ref. 2]), or
mathematical decision models (e.g., DecisionNet [Ref. 3]). Collections or repositories,
in the classical library science approach, are subject to operations such as classification
and indexing, and search and retrieval. However, these operations are only weakly,
if at all, supported in most Web-based repositories, leading to difficulties in locating
suitable objects from large collections. For example, a search conducted using general
search engines such as Excite [Ref. 4] or Lycos [Ref. 5] results in thousands of "hits"
only a few of which may actually be relevant.
This thesis describes a system for classifying, registering, searching, and re-
trieving objects in a Web-based digital library, in a way that these functions can be
accessed by users via their Web browsers. This work is done in the specific context
of DecisionNet [Ref. 6], a digital library of decision technologies. However, in its
architecture and design as well as in its implementation, the system is general enough
to be immediately useful for classification and search in other repositories. Since the
classification of objects in DecisionNet is done with multiple attributes, each of which
has several levels, a Web-based user interface for access to classification and search
functions poses significant challenges. Hence, much of the system and this thesis is fo-
cused on the development of a general, Web-based, user interface for a mult i-variable,
multi-dimensional classification of a repository of objects.
A. THE DECISIONNET CONCEPT
DecisionNet is a framework for brokering the use of decision support technolo-
gies. Earley [Ref. 7] described DecisionNet in the following terms:
The main premise of DecisionNet is that consumers should be able to utilize
decision support technologies as services over the World Wide Web (WWW),
instead of purchasing them as stand-alone products. By providing decision
support technologies over the WWW (either for free of for a nominal usage
fee), users would be able to tap into the power of such technologies without
the normally prohibitive costs involved with purchasing or downloading and
installing a specific product. The DecisionNet prototype serves as an interface
between consumers and providers of decision support software, so that interac-
tions with multiple technologies may take place at one convenient location. In
this sense, DecisionNet performs the role of an agent, facilitating transactions
between consumers and providers of decision support technologies.
With that as a foundation we will explore the genesis of this thesis.
B. IMPROVING DECISIONNET
The need for an improved search engine in DecisionNet was first identified
by Rogers. [Ref. 8] It stated, "Further research is needed on the second part, to
develop intelligent search and retrieval algorithms." The search and retrieval problem
continued and was further identified by Earley. [Ref. 7] It stated:
The indexed search script developed in this thesis assumes that the consumer
is looking for exact matches to his query. However, there may be some tech-
nologies that are closely related to a consumer's query without being an exact
match. The taxonomy for indexing technologies is already in place and func-
tional. (Rogers, 1996) A method for assigning 'scores' based on a consumer's
request would prove to be beneficial.
As the size of an object library grows, so will the diversity of the objects in
that library. The taxonomy needed to accurately classify these diverse objects will
also grow. A taxonomy is a shared set of terms that are relevant to the domain of
knowledge that the objects are a part of. As the taxonomy and number of search
criteria grow, the likelihood of finding exact matches drops very quickly. This is true
of DecisionNet, which contains relatively few objects. These observations provide the
basis for this thesis.
C. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Information retrieval on the WWW is both an art and a science. Keyword
based searches may retrieve nothing or several million hits. The art is knowing what to
search for. WWW search engines, even the "advanced" search engines, are notoriously
inaccurate (commit both Type 1 errors and plenty of Type 2 errors). A Type 1 error
occurs when a relevant result is ignored. A Type 2 error occurs when an irrelevant
result is returned. A search for Apple Computers returns 58,312 hits or possible
items of interest. Of those, approximately 320 are closely tied to the corporation in
question. The remaining sites have little to no relevance to Apple Computers Inc.
This example uses WWW sites, but the same idea applies in general to any 'object'.
The challenge is to rank various objects giving the user the most relevant results.
What is a good measure of relevance? Is number of occurrences of a word or the
semantic distance between desired and available terms appropriate?
Reasons for the inaccuracy of searches include:
• The lack of common semantics between multiple sites, providers of objects,
and users of objects
• Inexact classification, if any, of objects using the semantics that do exist
• Lack of reliable methods to compute relevance of objects that only satisfy some
of the attributes that a user is looking for
The purpose of taxonomies is to develop a shared understanding of lists of terms,
and relationships between these terms, encountered in work in some domain. Once
there is a taxonomy, the search engine can make use of the shared vocabulary as well
as exploit the relationships between terms in order to create meaningful relevance
scores. A taxonomy may be multi-dimensional, which means that each object must
be described using more than one collections of class terms.
A taxonomy-based organization and search system would facilitate working
with taxonomies, including creating and maintaining the classification terms, classi-
fying objects, and conducting searches. It would include a taxonomy browser, taxon-
omy editor, taxonomy-based search engine, an editor for search criteria specification,
search algorithm, search algorithm parameters editor, and a results visualizer.
However, taxonomies—and the accompanying relationships—can be fairly com-
plex. For example, in multi-level taxonomies, two terms may be related but it may
require several steps to make the deduction that they are. In multi-dimensional tax-
onomies, multiple independent collections of terms may be required to classify the
objects, each collection comprising a taxonomy. Developing the various components
of a taxonomic system gets more complex when the taxonomy is dynamic, multi-
variable, and multi-dimensional; it becomes particularly challenging in the context of
developing Web-based taxonomic systems.
In this thesis, we give a formal logic-based specification of a taxonomy-based
organization and search service. We focus on a particular kind of taxonomic system,
where the taxonomy is restricted to a hierarchical arrangement of terms (with single-
inheritance) but one which may consist of multiple independent taxonomies. The
multi-taxonomy aspect of such systems complicates the design of its different compo-
nents, including the browser, editor and the search and retrieval methods. Multiple
inheritance would make things further complex, but we think our approach would
generalize and scale up to that scenario as well.
Our interest in this area grew out of work on designing DecisionNet, a digital
library of decision technologies. DecisionNet, as described in Section A, is currently
implemented through common gateway interface (CGI) scripts. This implementation
limits it to a single taxonometric dimension. The introduction of Java applets allows
users to view and utilize the entire four level taxonomy. [Ref. 8]
D. OUTLINE FOR REMAINDER OF THESIS
Chapter II discusses the taxonomy and defines relationships within it. Chap-
ter III explores the challenges of searching and retrieving multi-variable, multi-
dimensional objects. Chapter IV provides the analysis and design of the goal ar-
chitecture. Chapter V represents the actual implementation and the rationale for
deviations from the goal architecture. Chapter VI is a tour of the system. Finally,




A. TAXONOMY: FORMAL SPECIFICATION
Definition 1 (Taxonomy) A taxonomy is a collection F of class terms used in clas-
sifying or describing a library of objects A in some domain. The classification is
achieved via instances ip(F,A) of mapping relationships \I/. Additionally, there may
be instances u(T, T) of structural relationships Q involving the elements of T, and a
collection of logical axioms $ constraining these relationships. To be precise, each
element in ty is a relationship that maps elements of A onto elements ofT, and each
element in Q, is relationship from the set T onto itself.
Formally, we write a taxonomy scheme as a tuple
<Q,$,#> (III)
and a taxonomy instance as a tuple
<i>(r,r),$,A,^(r,A)> (11.2)
In this thesis, as mentioned above, our interest is in a special kind of taxonomic
system. This system is defined by specifying the structure of fi, 3> and \l>. For the
purpose of specifying the denotational semantics of the relationships, let A denote the
universe of discourse (i.e., each object in A maps to an element of A) corresponding
to the object collection A that needs to be classified and searched. Further, for any
class term 7 (€ T), let A7 denote the objects (subset of A) belonging to class 7.
1. Relationships
We include the following relationships in our taxonomic system.
a. Q
Taxonomy specification involves two relationships: refines and syn.
• refines: a binary relationship of the form 71 refines 72, where 71,72 £ T. The
informal interpretation is that all objects in the class 71 also belong to class
72. Formally, we get
V7i,72 (7i refines 72) - (A7l Q A72 ) (II.3)
• syn: a binary relationship of the form syn(7i,72), where 71,72 € T. The
informal interpretation is that classes 71 and 72 are synonyms. Formally, the
semantics are given as:
(syn(7i,72))-(A7l =A72 ) (II.4)
Sometimes, synonyms may be used to force a hierarchical representation for a
collection of terms and relationships that would otherwise require a network
(multiple parents allowed). This is achieved by making a copy—synonym—of
an object at multiple branches in the taxonomy tree.
In addition, we make use of a relationship isA (of the form 71 isA 72)
which is derived from the relationship refines, except that isA is transitive (a complete
definition is given via axioms II.8 and II. 9). This relationship, strictly, is not required,
but is included as syntactic sugar and for ease of exposition.
Finally, note that we can define a relationship parent which is the
inverse of the isA (or child) relationship, and relationships ancestor and descen-
dant that are transitive relationships based on the parent and child relationships,
respectively.
b. V
Object classification involves just one relationship ins-of.
• ins-of: a binary relationship of the form A ins-of 7, where A G A and 7 € T.
The interpretation is that object A in the domain belongs to the class 7 in the
taxonomy. Formally, we say
(A ins-of 7) -* (A G A7 ) (II.5)
As above, we also allow a binary relationship sib (of the form sib(Ai, A2),
derived from the relationship ins-of, to indicate that Ai and A2 are siblings (have the
same parent); Axiom 11.14 further clarifies the meaning of this relationship. This
relationship, strictly, is also not required, but is included for clarity.
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2. Axioms, $
The formal semantics of, and integrity constraints on, the relationships stated
above can be stated clearly via the following axioms.
refines: subclass hierarchy, single-parent hierarchy All objects that are
an instance of a certain class are also instances of its parent class. Second,
each term in T can be a refinement of at most one (parent) term. The root
term has no parent.
((A ins-of 7i) A (7! refines 72)) —> (A ins-of 72) (II. 6)
((71 refines 72) A (71 refines 73)) -> (72 = 73) (II.7)
isA: refines, transitive
(71 refines 72) — (71 isA 72) (II. 8)
((71 isA 72) A (72 isA 73)) -> (7l isA 73) (II.9)
In terms of the universe of discourse,
(71 isA 72) <-> (A71 C A72 ) (11.10)
synonym: equivalence relation
syn(71,71) (11.11)
syn(7i,72 ) --» syn(72 ,7i) (11.12)
(syn(7i, 72) A syn(72 , 73)) -* syn(7i,73 ) (11.13)
sibling
((Ai ins-of 7) A (A2 ins-of 7)) <-* sib(A 1? A2 ) (11.14)
3. Mult i-Dimensional Taxonomic System
A multi-dimensional taxonomic classification system is one in which a collec-
tion of objects A must be classified along more than one dimension, and where there is
an independent taxonomy on each dimension. In an n-dimensional taxonomic system,
let us denote the collection of terms in the taxonomies by T 1 . . . P1 . If we assume
that all dimensions are governed by the same relationship schemes (f2, $) and axioms
(ty), then a multi-dimensional taxonomic scheme can be written as the tuple
<ft,$,#> (11.15)
and a taxonomy instance as a tuple
<(rV.jn ),(a;(r 1 ,r 1 ),..., w(r,r)),$,A,wr 1 ,A),...i(r 1 A)> (ii.ie)




, ^(rSr 1),^^,^ 1 , A) >,...,< r",a;(rn,r),$,A,v(rn,A)> (11.17)
B. TAXONOMY DEVELOPMENT AND OBJECT CLAS-
SIFICATION
1. Taxonomy Development
For a single taxonomy, this means specifying
• elements of T
• instances of the relationships in fi, (i.e., instances of refines and syn).
For example, consider the "problem type" taxonomy tree from the GAMS
system, [Ref. 9] displayed in Figure 1. Elements of T are all the terms appearing in
the list. The subclass relationships are represented using the refines relationship, e.g.









[F] Solution of nonlinear equations




[G2b] Transportation and assignments problem
[G2c] Integer programming
[G2cl] Zero/one
[G2c2] Covering and packing problems
[G2c3] Knapsack problems
[G2c4] Matching problems
[G2c5] Routing, scheduling, location problems
[G2c6] Pure integer programming
[G2c7] Mixed integer programming




[G2h] General nonlinear programming




[I] Differential and integral equations
[J] Integral transforms
[K] Approximation (search also class L8)
Figure 1. Fragment of "problem type" taxonomy from GAMS system
For an n-dimensional taxonomy, this process must be repeated for each of the
n dimensions.
Note also that there is an obvious database implementation of a taxonomy in
terms of these two relations.
2. Object Classification
Classification of objects A G A involves specifying instances of the relationships
in \&, i.e., one instance of the ins-of relationship for each A G A.
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Modules for class G2cl
Package NAG at GRANTA
• H02BBE Solves zero-one, general, mixed, or all (pure) integer programming
problems using ...
• H02BBF Solves zero-one, general, mixed, or all (pure) integer programming
problems using ...
Figure 2. Fragment of object classification in GAMS taxonomy




III. SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL IN A
TAXONOMIC SYSTEM
Assume that an object receives a score of 1 if it matches exactly the search
criteria specified by the user, and a score of when it has no relevance to the user's
requirements.
A. SEARCH CRITERIA SPECIFICATION
Let k denote the criteria for searching and determining relevance of objects in
a taxonomy. For a single-dimensional taxonomy, k simply specifies a class 7 G T. If
we denote the dimension by 8, then k, may be written as
6 = 7 (III.l)
which specifies a search for objects that belong to, or otherwise are relevant
to, class 7. For a multi-dimensional taxonomy with dimensions 8\,...,8n , we write
the criteria K{ for dimension i as
{St = li) (HI.2)
whereas the complete search criteria k is specified as
{Si = 71) A . . . A (8n = %) (III.3)
B. RELEVANCE FUNCTION
We can state, without loss of generality, that if an object perfectly matches a
search criteria k, it receives a score of 1, and that if it matches perfectly the criteria «»
for dimension i then it receives a score of 1 on that dimension. Given a search criteria,
the overall relevance score 6 of an object is computed as a weighted function—whose
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values fall in the [0,1] interval—of its relevance scores on each dimension. The general
form of such a function can be given as:
0(A|«) = J>4 • 0<(A|*i) (IIL4)
i
where 6i is the score on dimension i and where the weights W{ sum to 1. Note
that instead of Y, one could use some other aggregation operator.
To complete the definition of a relevance function, we need to define how to
compute the relevance score on each dimension. Many such functions are possible,
and in general we can assume that they work by measuring how the object is related
to the desired class, and how close the relation is.
• Relevance: In our taxonomic system, an object that does not match the search
criteria exactly (i.e., it is not an instance of the desired class) may still be
relevant because it belongs to a parent, child or sibling class of the ideal class.
We stated these relationships, all of which draw from the base relation refines,
in Chapter II Section A.
Of course, being a parent may not be of equal relevance as being a child or a
sibling. In each case, the relevance score must be suitably degraded. Therefore,
we define separate (0,1) parameters ap , ac and as as the degradation multipliers
for objects belonging to the parent, child and sibling, classes of the desired
class.
• Distance: Objects that belong to a parent, child or sibling class of the ideal
class are, obviously, only one level from the ideal. More generally, objects that
belong to ancestor and descendant classes (and we do not consider cousins)
are m levels removed from the ideal class, and their relevance should decrease
as the distance increases.
Here, we define a partial function mref to compute the levels between two
classes. (Note that the function is undefined when the two classes are not on
the same root path.)
7! refines 72 -> mre/(7i 5 72) = 1 (III. 5)
mre/ (7,7) = (III.6)
™>ref {71,72) = ""Ire/ (72,7l) C111^)
mref{7u7) +rnref (7,72 ) = "Ve/ (71,72) (III.8)
(III.9)
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The relevance score 6i on dimension i, given search class 7$, of an object A
which belongs to class 7 is
0x(A|«i) = < (111.10)
o™ if mre/ (7,7i >
<r™ if mre/(7,7i <
cjs if 7 is a sibling of 7*
otherwise
Recall that the overall relevance score 6 is computed by combining the scores
6i as in Equation 1 1 1. 4.
It may now be obvious that the relevance function 9 resembles a probability
function—the relevance score 6(\\k) can be interpreted as the probability that an
object A would be relevant to a user who specified the search criteria k. The function
can easily be customized by users via the following input parameters:
•
•
Weights ifi, . .
.
, wn for dimensions
Degradation multipliers crc,ap , and u
C. SEARCH ALGORITHM: EFFICIENCY AND COM-
PLEXITY
The objective of a search algorithm is to find the x most relevant objects in
an object library, based on a variety of factors listed below, but where x itself is a
parameter that cannot be specified in advance with any degree of credibility. The
algorithm must employ methods to prune and terminate the search (worst case is to
compute a relevance score for every object in the library, but this is not desirable).
For example, one may search only up to two levels from the desired class. Or, perhaps,
dynamically determine the search depth in a dimension as some function of the weight
of that dimension. These search strategies may be specified as meta-rules in the search
system, and can make the search much more efficient.
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D. COMPONENTS OF A TAXONOMY-BASED OBJECT
CLASSIFICATION AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
We have developed the mathematical and taxonometric framework to solve this
problem. We will now translate that framework into components that are required to
perform the various functions. The following list describes the components in broad
terms. Chapter V will map these components to those developed for this thesis.
• Taxonomy Browser
This module allows users to navigate a single or multi-dimensional taxonomy.
A hierarchical taxonomy can be displayed in many ways, including as an in-
dented list (the approach employed in GAMS), as a tree or hierarchy, and as




This module allows users (object providers) to classify newly entered objects,
or to change classification of existing objects, in terms of the classes in the tax-
onomy. This usually requires a taxonomy browser to allow users to determine
which classes in the taxonomy are most suitable for the object to be classified.
Search Criteria Editor
This module allows users (consumers) to specify the search criteria to be used
in retrieving objects from the library. The criteria are limited to terms con-
tained in the taxonomy.
Search Algorithm
This algorithm retrieves a list of objects from the library, based on the rele-
vance scores of objects, computed on the basis of the search criteria specified
by the user and the relationships in the taxonomy and object databases. For
objects that do not exactly meet the user's criteria, the relevance is computed
based on the degradation parameters for inexact matches.
Search Parameters Editor
This module lets the users specify the weights for the different attributes, as
well as the values of the degradation parameters used in the relevance function
in the search algorithm.
Search Results Visualizer
This module displays the results of the search function. Options include dif-
ferent ways of sorting the results, recomputing relevance scores if user changes
some of the parameter values, and displaying the results in different ways.
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IV. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
Recall that the objectives of this thesis are the classification, registration,
search, and retrieval of multi-variable digital objects. The design shown here achieves
these goals within the limitations that will be discussed. The assumptions and deci-
sions that were made during the analysis and design process are discussed here.
A. ASSUMPTIONS
A number of technologies are available today to develop a WWW applica-
tion. Performance of the system depends both on the development technology and
the technical capabilities of the user (e.g., user's Web browser and type of Internet
connection). In developing our system, we made certain assumptions about user ca-
pabilities before selecting the development technologies. The user is assumed to have
a Java capable Web browser. In most cases this translates to either Internet Explorer
or Netscape Navigator (versions 2.X and higher). To access the system the user must
have some knowledge of the WWW. Prior knowledge of Decision Support Systems
(DSS) is not required. Access is assumed to be through a 28.8 kb/s modem.
B. DESIGN CRITERIA
The design criteria are also goals set for this system. The design criteria are




Platform independence means that anyone with a Java capable Web browser
and Internet access will be able to use this system. The hardware, operating system,
and Web browser are irrelevant. The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) will handle the
17
differences that have made platform independence impossible in the past. Java, with
its promise of "Write Once, Run Anywhere", is the primary programming language.
[Ref. 10] The system must be accessible to the average user to satisfy the second
design criteria.
Usability, as we use it in this thesis, is defined by the user. The graphical
user interface (GUI) is intuitive and easy to navigate. The system runs over the
WWW and does not require any new software to be installed on the client machine.
Efficiency and speed are acceptable to the average user. This factors must be met or
people will not use the system.
Generalization allows the system to display any taxonomy that conforms to
the size and depth limits. The DecisionNet project calls for a five variable, four
dimension system. All five variables do not extend to four dimensions in this case.
New taxonomies may have fewer than five variables and fewer than four dimensions.
The only limit imposed is the upper bound. Beyond the taxonomy, generalization
also means that new CGI scripts can be called to achieve the registration and search
functions without altering the Java applets. Input parameters to the applets allow
this flexibility. The input parameters are discussed in Appendix C.
C. FUNCTIONALITY





Classification of objects is a function performed by producers of decision tech-
nologies. Classification allows the producer to define his technology within the De-
cisionNet taxonomy. The accurate placement within the taxonomy is essential prior
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to registration. The applet's multi-level display capability allows the use of the full
taxonomy that was not previously possible. The taxonomy allows the classification
of an object (DSS in this case) in each of five attribute areas. Each attribute may
extend as many as four levels down in a hierarchical structure that is defined by par-
ent/child relationships. The registration function takes the results of the classification
and enters them in the technology object database.
The current system is capable of search by one variable only, with binary or
yes/no results. An algorithm to examine all of the possible relationships is needed
to produce a relevancy score. This would give a relative distance from the search
criteria for objects of possible value to the user. A user also requires the ability to
define a weight for each attribute as well as degradation multipliers for relationships
other than an exact match. These relationships are defined in Chapter II Section A.
The last functional area is retrieval. This could also have been labeled display.
The search results must be returned in a format that is easily interpreted and usable.
D. CLIENT VS. SERVER
In a client/server environment there are decisions to be made about where best
to locate components of a system. Each node has pros and cons that influence design
decisions. A node, in this context, is simply a computer. A node can be a client, a
server, or both. With client machines getting more capability every day there is a
tendency to push components out to the client whenever possible.
This client centric approach works well when bandwidth is not a concern. The
client/server options must be consistent with the future expansion of DecisionNet.
The system must be scaleable and robust. The assumption that users access Deci-
sionNet through a modem requires that download time be a consideration. Server
load and capabilities are another driving factor. The main DecisionNet server is a
Pentium (90 MHz) with 24 MB of random access memory (RAM). The current hard-






Option A (Current system) - Server Intensive













-no browsing of the taxonomy
-no relevancy scores of searches
Figure 3. Time Sequence Diagram - Option A
With these factors in mind we examine three options.
1. Option A - Server Intensive
The first option is a description of many current CGI systems. The process-
ing load is almost entirely on the server node. The client browser does little more
than display hypertext mark-up language (HTML) pages. The server dynamically
generates HTML pages through CGI scripts. Figure 3 describes the interaction and
the location of various components. There is no significant processing on the client
node. The CGI scripts generate content dynamically, but it is static once it reaches
the client. This produces very low interactivity.
2. Option B - Client Intensive
In direct contrast to Option A, Option B is almost entirely on the client node.
The server is little more than a file and database server. In a networked environment














-very high transmission time
-run time would be slow
-possible RAM limitations with
Java Applet security features
Figure 4. Time Sequence Diagram - Option B
users accessing the system with 28.8 kb/s modems it will prove to be unusable due
to the long transmission times. Figure 4 describes the interaction and the location of
various components.
As both the taxonomy and object databases grow, the situation will get worse.
The security features of Java applets could become a limiting factor. By design,
applets are downloaded, stored, and run entirely in the client's RAM. A security
feature of applets is their inability to read or write from any drive except the server
from which they were launched. With large databases and applet code, a client may
not be able use the system due to memory limitations. The ability to access a client's
local drive is being considered for a future Java release.
3. Option C - Goal Architecture
Option C combines the benefits of Options A and B. The components whose



















































Figure 5. Time Sequence Diagram - Option C
transmitted, are located on the client node. Functions that fail either of those criteria
are located on the server node. This approach is a three tiered client/server architec-
ture. [Ref. 11] The taxonomy database and the applet code reside on one server. The
technology object database and search algorithm reside on a second server. Commu-
nication is limited once the applet is loaded onto the client. Figure 5 describes the
interaction and the location of various components.
There are several factors that make the three tiered approach attractive. The
taxonomy database is closely tied to the applet. It is also relatively small and stable.
It is much more efficient to send the taxonomy with the applet that will use it than
to have repeated calls back to the server. This approach allows repeated browsing
with no additional overhead.
The search algorithm is closely tied to the technology object database. This
database could become quite large resulting in transmission delays if it were sent to
the client. The search algorithm could also be a bottle-neck. The search algorithm
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Figure 6. Goal Architecture
is computationally intensive and makes repeated queries to several databases. These
facts, combined with the transmission time, could make the search performance un-
acceptable.
E. THE ALL-JAVA SOLUTION
Sun's Java Developer's Kit (JDK) 1.1.2 supports a three tiered client/ server
architecture. The additions of Remote Method Invocation (RMI) and Java DataBase
Connectivity (JDBC) make the three tiered design possible. The applet security
restrictions are enforced by only allowing the applet to communicate with the server
that launches it. The applet server makes calls to the database server on the applet's
behalf. The applet is limited in what it can do because the methods available to it
are denned in the interface running on the applet server. The applet server acts as
an intermediary between the applet and the object database server.
This design meets the technical goals that we established and took advantage of
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the strengths of both client and server nodes. However, the goal architecture currently
fails the test of usability. The only browser that currently supports JDK 1.1.2 is
Sun's HotJava browser. Netscape Communicator and Microsoft Internet Explorer
dominate the market of Web browsers. Neither one has fully implemented the latest
Java release and neither currently supports this design. Chapter V describes the




As discussed in Chapter IV, the goal of an all-Java, three tiered client server
solution is not currently feasible. Without Web browser support, the design would not
meet user needs, and thus fail the second design criteria of usability. The decision was
made to modify the design to include a CGI based search algorithm on the database
server. A suitable existing algorithm could not be located. The existing DecisionNet
system consists of CGI scripts written in Object Pascal using the Delphi development
tool. To maintain consistency with the existing system the search engine is written
in Delphi.
Figure 7 illustrates the component location and system interaction. The only
non-Java component is the search algorithm which will be discussed further in Sec-
tion C.
Java Integration with existing Dnet Components
1 - Object Library Browser (future project-java applet)
2 - Taxonomy Browser (Java applet)
3 - Object Classification Editor (utilizes #2)
4- Registration Object (existing Delphi CGI script-uses #3)
5 - Search Criteria Editor (utilizes #2)
6 - Search Algorithm (delphi CGI script)
7 - Search Parameters Editor (Java applet) {. 8
8 - Search Results Visualizer (Java applet)
Object Library Taxonomy DB
Figure 7. System Integration
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A. TAXONOMY DATA FILES
The original design called for the taxonomy to be read dynamically from the
database. The relatively static nature of the taxonomy allows the information to be
stored in data files. If the applet were to query the database it would have to be
launched from the same server to satisfy applet security restrictions. We felt that
there was no advantage to adding this restriction. Updating the taxonomy involves
nothing more than editing a text file. By not accessing the database, the download
time is greatly reduced. We divide the four levels of the taxonomy into separate data
files. The first level is read in and displayed while the others are loading instead of
waiting for the entire taxonomy before display.
The data files are text files with a standard format. The parent term starts at
character position 1 and the child term starts at character position 39. This format
is required by the applet for correct parsing of the data. This format accommodates
the longest string in the taxonomy in addition to a small buffer. This design feature
allows any taxonomy (within design specifications) to be displayed with this system.
B. JAVA CLASSES
Java source code has a .Java extension. Compiled Java code has a .class ex-
tension. A class file is analogous to an executable file in other languages although it
can not run without the JVM. Java's platform independence is achieved by compil-
ing source code to an intermediate level known as byte codes. The byte codes are
object code for the JVM. The JVM interprets the object code to execute on the local
platform.
The following is a description of each class' function and its interaction with
the overall system. An object is an instance of a Java class. The distinction is small
and they are often used interchangeably. The term object can also be used as a generic
label for a decision technology in this system. We refer to attributes as instances of
variables in much the same way. A variable is a generic term such as 'Problem Area'.
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An attribute is a child of that variable describing a particular technology object.
Where appropriate, the DecisionNet Java Objects refer to the general Components
described in Chapter III Section D.
1. Dnet_Reg.class
This applet allows a producer to explore the taxonomy and decide where his
decision technology fits into it. This object implements the Object Classification
Editor. (See Chapter III Section D) Once the technology is correctly classified, the
applet interfaces with an existing CGI script (regteca.exe) [Ref. 7] to complete the
registration. The applet allows specification down to four levels for each variable.
The applet captures user information from the HTML page that launches it. The
user information is required by the CGI script (regteca.exe). It utilizes the taxonomy
object as its main GUI.
2. Dnet_Search.class
This applet allows a consumer to explore the taxonomy and specify search
criteria for the five variables. This object serves as the Search Criteria Editor. (See
Chapter III Section D) The applet allows specification down to four levels for each
variable. The applet utilizes the taxonomy object as its main GUI. It passes control
and the search criteria to the weights object.
3. Dnet_Browse.class
This applet allows a consumer to browse the taxonomy . This object serves
as the Taxonomy Browser. (See Chapter III Section D) The applet allows browsing
down to four levels for each variable. The applet utilizes the taxonomy object as its
main GUI.
4. Taxonomy,class
The taxonomy object is utilized by all three applets. It is the main GUI that
displays the taxonomy and highlights user selections. The user controls the display
by double clicking the left mouse button within a displayed list. If there are any
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children of the selected term in the taxonomy, they are displayed in the adjacent list.
This cascading refinement is highlighted in the text boxes above the lists.
Appendix C contains a list of variables that are passed to the taxonomy object
when one of the three applets calls it. Any parameters that do not apply are sent as
a single space. All of these parameters originate in the HTML page that launches the
applet. The applet reads them and passes the appropriate parameters to the other
objects (taxonomy, weights, grep, etc.) as needed.
5. Weights.class
The weights object accepts the search criteria and allows the user to adjust
the variable weights and degradation multipliers used by the search algorithm. This
object serves as the Search Parameters Editor. (See Chapter III Section D) Default
values are provided through the input parameters. Equal weight is given to each
variable and degradation multipliers are set to the expected probable value of a given
relationship. The weights object passes control to the Search Algorithm (Indexed.exe)
described in Section C.
6. Search_Results.class
The Search-Results object accepts the output from the Indexed.exe script for
display within the applet. This object serves as the Search Results Visualizer. (See
Chapter III Section D) The datastream is parsed and formatted using control char-
acters placed in the stream by the Indexed.exe script. The user's search criteria and
variable weights are returned for review. Each relevant technology is displayed with
a total score as well as individual attribute scores. This allows the user to see which
attributes produced a relationship, and what type of relationship it is.
7. Reg_Complete.class
The Reg-Complete object is a simple dialog screen that displays the success




At the time of coding, the Java language did not define a label of more than
one line of text. This object provides that functionality. [Ref. 10]
9. Grep.class
This object is slightly modified from the cited source. Its only function is to
discard lines that do not contained a given string. It receives lines of text from the
GrepInputStream object along with the string to be matched. [Ref. 10]
10. GrepInputStream.class
This object is slightly modified from the cited source. Its only function is to
read lines from an input stream. It passes each line to the Grep object along with the
string to be matched. [Ref. 10]
11. QueryString.class
This object concatenates the variables into one string to be sent to either the
registration (regteca.exe) or search (Indexed.exe) CGI script.
C. DELPHI SEARCH SCRIPT
The only component of this system that is not implemented in Java is the
search algorithm. Once the decision to modify the all-Java solution was made, a
Java search algorithm did not offer any advantages. The driving factor in going to
a native code solution was speed. The search algorithm is computationally intensive
and makes repeated queries to several database tables. The performance would be
unacceptable given the current speed of Java code. Java code can be significantly
slower than C code on average. [Ref. 10] Sun is currently working to improve the
performance with the introduction of a Just-in-Time (JIT) Compiler.
1. Indexed.exe
This is the implementation of the Search Algorithm. (See Chapter III Sec-
tion D) The search algorithm is designed to compute a relevancy score for technolo-
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gies that may be of interest to a consumer conducting a search. The goal is to limit
the number of records that need to be processed without discarding any that may
be useful. The initial screening looks to find at least one direct match between the
search criteria and a record attribute. Those records with a match are then eligible
to be scored. As the number of records in the Technolo.db [Ref. 7] database increases
this screening can be increased to require two or more matches before evaluating the
record's attribute relationships.
For every record that is eligible, the algorithm checks each attribute to deter-
mine if a relationship exists. The order of precedence follows:
• Search Criteria = ALL, indicating no preference
• Search Criteria is a direct match of the Attribute
• Search Criteria is a child of the Attribute
• Search Criteria is a parent of the Attribute
• Search Criteria is a sibling of the Attribute
• Search Criteria is a descendant of the Attribute
• Search Criteria is a ancestor of the Attribute
Queries are conducted through boolean gates that stop the process once a
relationship has been established. Every eligible record is assigned five attribute
scores. Once all of the relationships are established the algorithm computes a total
score for each record. The relevancy score is a summation of the variable weights
multiplied by the attribute score. This is shown notationally in Equation III. 4.
This implementation takes advantage of the strengths of each node of the
client/server environment. The components are closely and logically tied to their data
sources. Integration with the current system drove the continued use of CGI scripts.
For most functions CGI scripts are efficient and robust, but they lack interaction.
The combination of Java Applets and CGI scripts offers a reasonable alternative.
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VI. SYSTEM TOUR
The classification, registration, search, and retrieval functions are visual and
intuitive. Once the applet is launched, a mouse is generally all that is required to
navigate among the functions. The only time that the keyboard is required is to
change the default values in the search engine. The following sections show the flow
of control through the system as well as the various screens that a user will see.
A. TECHNOLOGY REGISTRATION
Producers of decision support technologies use this applet to correctly classify
their decision technology within the DecisionNet taxonomy. (See Figure 8) All of
the user information is supplied to the applet by the DecisionNet CGI script that
produced the HTML page. Once the object classification is complete, the user presses
the 'Submit for Registration' button and control passes to the registration CGI script
(regteca.exe). The success or failure of the registration process is displayed in Figure 9.
B. CONSUMER SEARCH
This applet allows a consumer to conduct a detailed search of the technology
object database. The search engine allows the user to be as vague or as specific as he
would like. He may specify any or all of the attributes that he is interested in. The
default value of 'ALL' will return a much wider range of responses than will a more
specific selection.
The Search Criteria Editor utilizes the same GUI shown in Figure 8 for its
initial display. In the search configuration, the labels, instructions, and button func-
tions have changed to reflect this role. This GUI allows the user to view and select
from the entire taxonomy. Once the terms have been selected, the consumer pressed
the 'Define Search Weights' button. Control then passes to the Search Parameters
Editor shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 8. Object Classification Editor
The Search Parameters Editor allows a consumer to further refine their search.
If certain variables are more or less important, the default weights should be changed.
The five variable weights must sum to 1.0 or the results will be meaningless. The
degradation factors allow a consumer to state the utility of various relationships
that may exist between their search criteria and object attributes. The degradation
multiplier is applied as follows:
• If the criteria is a child of the attribute then the attribute receives a score
equal to the child degradation multiplier.
• If the criteria is a parent of the attribute then the attribute receives a score
equal to the parent degradation multiplier.
• If the criteria is a sibling of the attribute then the attribute receives a score
equal to the sibling degradation multiplier.
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Figure 9. Results Dialog Window
• If the criteria is a descendant of the attribute then the attribute receives a
score equal to the child degradation multiplier squared.
• If the criteria is a ancestor of the attribute then the attribute receives a score
equal to the parent degradation multiplier squared.
Once the consumer has fully specified his search, he uses the 'Submit to Search
Engine' button to launch the search. The search algorithm is run through a CGI
script and produces an output file that is returned to the applet. The script ends
each line with the control characters '/&;'. This allows the applet to parse the stream
of characters and recreate the form of the output file. The results are display in the
Search Results Visualizer shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 10. Search Parameters Editor
C. TAXONOMY BROWSING
This is the simplest of the three applets. It is used to browse the entire five
variable, four dimensional taxonomy. The user can explore the possibilities and depth
available in the system. Once the browser applet is downloaded, there is no need for
further communication with the server. It will run entirely on the client. Figure 8
again shows the taxonomy object. In the browser configuration, the labels, directions,
and button functions have changed to reflect this role. The layout and control are
identical.
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This thesis defines a methodology for classifying, registering, searching, and
retrieving multi-variable objects in a digital repository. The methodology includes
the definition of relationships that exist in a parent/child taxonomy. The compo-
nents required to implement such a system are described in general terms and are
demonstrated within DecisionNet. This framework can be applied to any system that
classifies objects with a taxonomy and stores them in a digital library.
The system developed for DecisionNet implements this methodology. It is
both a testbed and a proof of concept. The ability to utilize the full taxonomy
greatly enhances DecisionNet 's ability to bring producers and consumers of decision
technologies together. The generalization that is integral to this thesis enables it to
be applied to any systems that relies on a taxonometric classification scheme. The
number of attributes and levels can be increased in the future to accommodate a
larger taxonomy.
B. LESSONS LEARNED
The following is a list of lessons learned along the thesis path.
• Repositories and code reuse hold a lot of promise for future projects. Java is
not yet at this stage.
• The conceptual understanding of what object oriented programming is and
what it offers does not come immediately. This basic understanding is required
before any real progress can be made.
• Each decision made during analysis, design, and implementation effects the
opt ions available later in the development cycle. A good example is a naming
convention. Planning and thought need to go into variable and object names
before they become too cumbersome to change.
• Documentation should be written simultaneously with the code. This proved
very beneficial when trying to integrate Java code with Delphi code.
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• Java is not a mature language. Java is developing quickly, but it has not
reached the maturity level of many object oriented languages. Java lacks a
good IDE that allows for the drag and drop construction of GUIs. There are
attempts being made, but they currently lag behind those developed for other
languages.
• The key to running an applet within a web browser is the JVM. The JVM
should interpret the applet bytecodes to run on any hardware and produce
the same output regardless of the platform. This is not the case. There
is a lack of standardization in the JVM implementation. This system was
tested on several hardware platforms with different web browser combinations.
The results were inconsistent. The basic functionality was adequate, but the
display was awkward at times.
C. LOOKING FORWARD
This Thesis addresses and solves several areas that were identified in past
DecisionNet thesis projects. The following topics are areas that remain for further
research.
1. Search Algorithm
The search algorithm developed in this thesis establishes relationships for each
attribute of a record that passes its initial screening. This works well in the current
environment. As the object database grows in size, the efficiency of this approach
will become a limiting factor. A clever indexing scheme will greatly improve the
search efficiency. Another possibility is to establish relationships within the taxonomy
and include them as an attribute in the taxonomy database. Chapter III Section C
describes the dynamic determination of search depth based on search weight input.
This will also improve the algorithm's efficiency.
2. Search Results Visualizer
The Search Results Visualizer is currently a display of the output text file from
the search algorithm's CGI script. This data could be sorted and displayed in any
number of ways that may be helpful to a consumer. The following is a list of possible
representations that would greatly enhance the impact and usability of the returned
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data.
• Display total scores first, and allow the user to drill down to review individual
attribute scores of promising technologies
• A comparative bar chart to visually compare the relevance of different tech-
nologies against each other and against the ideal case of 1.0
• A pie chart to display the user defined variable weights
• A sliding scale that could be dragged with a mouse to perform sensitivity
analysis on weights and degradation factors
An applet is the perfect vehicle to handle these tasks on the client machine.
3. Three Tiered Client/Server
The implementation of the three tiered client server design will be possible
in the next 12 - 24 months. As the Java language and the support for it grows,
an all-Java solution will take full advantage of distributed computing and storage of
information.
4. Help Menus
The ability to right mouse click on a term or component would greatly add
to the usability of the system. There are many technical and mathematical terms in
the taxonomy that will not be familiar to the average user. Online amplification and
definition would increase the effectiveness of the classification and search functions
by answering questions as the arise.
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CGI Common Gateway Interface
DNET DecisionNet
DSS Decision Support System
GB Gigabit
GUI Graphical User Interface
HTML Hyper Text Mark-Up Language
IDE Integrated Development Environment
JIT Just in Time
JVM Java Virtual Machine
JDBC Java DataBase Connectivity





RAM Random Access Memory
RMI Remote Method Invocation
URL Uniform Resource Locator
WWW World Wide Web
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APPENDIX B. TIPS FOR SYSTEM
ADMINISTRATION
The system design is focused on adaptability beyond DecisionNet. It is able to
display and manipulate any taxonomy that fits within the five variable, four dimension
limit. This is achieved by passing parameters from an HTML page into each applet.
A standard list of parameters is passed each time an applet is called. Variables that
do not apply are passed as a blank space. An example of this generality is the URL
parameter. The implementation is not tied to any URL or domain name. If the class
files, data files, or database are transferred to another server it requires only a change
to the HTML parameter.
The naming conventions and database design of DecisionNet were left un-
touched. The variable names internal to the Java code are in some cases specific to
DecisionNet. This is transparent to the user because the actual values are fed from
the HTML page. Each parameter is discussed in detail in Appendix C. Appropriate
values are defined were applicable.
Each level of the taxonomy has its own data file. This was done to logically
separate the taxonomy levels and to speed retrieval. The data files must conform
to the standard format. The parent term starts at character position 1, followed by
the child term at character position 39. The child term must be followed by a line
break. This seemingly arbitrary number is two characters past the longest entry in the
taxonomy. In the event that a taxonomy contains strings longer than 38 characters,
the code of Grep. class would need to be altered and recompiled. The data files are
stored as .txt files, and must be located in a WWW accessible directory along with
the Java class files.
The Java code was developed in the Microsoft Visual J++ integrated devel-
opment environment (IDE). If it becomes necessary to change any of the Java source
code it should be done through the IDE. The Dnet project file (Dnet.dsw) contains
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links to all of the Dnet source files. The files can be recompiled as a project by se-
lecting the 'Rebuild All' function from the 'Build' pull down menu. The development
platform was a Pentium (166 Mhz) with 64 MB of RAM. The operating system (OS)
was Windows NT Workstation 4.0. The primary Web browser was Microsoft Internet
Explorer 3.02. Netscape 3.0 and HotJava were used for test and evaluation only.
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APPENDIX C. APPLET PARAMETERS
• PARAM NAME=title_input VALUE="DecisionNet Registration Applet" This
is the screen title that appears in the top left corner of the taxonomy screen.
This may be changed at will.
• PARAM NAME=LeftButtonLabel_input VALUE=" Submit for Registration"
There are only three acceptable values for this paramater.
- Dnet_Reg.class requires the string "Submit for Registration".
- Dnet_Search. class requires the string "Define Search Weights".
- Dnet_Browse. class requires the string "Return to DecisionNet"
.
These strings are used to tailor the taxonomy object based on the applet that
called it. If anything other than these strings is used, the left button of the
taxonomy screen will not function.
• PARAM NAME=ProviderID_Input VALUE=" corgnati" This paramater is
captured from a CGI script and inserted into HTML. Is a system defined
user name. It is used by the registration applet.
• PARAM NAME=ConsumerIDJnput VALUE=" " This paramater is captured
from a CGI script and inserted into HTML. This is a system defined user name.
It is used by the search applet.
• PARAM NAME=TechIDJnput VALUE="14" This paramater is captured
from a CGI script and inserted into HTML. It is an index to track producers
with multiple technologies registered.
• PARAM NAME=TechName_Input VALUE="Test" This paramater is cap-
tured from a CGI script and inserted into HTML. This is whatever the pro-
ducer wants it to be.
• PARAM NAME=tObjectTypeJnput VALUE=" Solver" This parameter is
captured from a CGI script and inserted into HTML. This is a relic from the
original implimentation. It is included only to maintain integrity with the










• PARAM NAME=tURLJnput VALUE=" http://131.120.39.60" This parame-
ter is captured from a CGI script and inserted into HTML. It is the URL of
the producer's technology.
• PARAM NAME=ExcIndJnput VALUE=" Independent" This parameter is
captured from a CGI script and inserted into HTML. This is a flag used by
AMPL technologies. It is included only to maintain integrity with the existing
database and CGI scripts.
• PARAM NAME=PurposeJnput VALUE="none" This parameter is captured
from a CGI script and inserted into HTML. It is a narrative description of the
technology.
• PARAM NAME=Comments_Input VALUE=" none" This parameter is cap-
tured from a CGI script and inserted into HTML. It is a narrative that allows
for any additional information.
• PARAM NAME=ProviderID_dbJnput VALUE =" " This parameter repre-
sents the field name in the associated database. It is passed to the CGI scripts
where required.
• PARAM NAME=ConsumerID_dbJnput VALUE =" " This parameter repre-
sents the field name in the associated database. It is passed to the CGI scripts
where required.
• PARAM NAME=TechID_db_Input VALUE =" " This parameter represents
the field name in the associated database. It is passed to the CGI scripts
where required.
• PARAM NAME=TechName_db_Input VALUE =" " This parameter repre-
sents the field name in the associated database. It is passed to the CGI scripts
where required.
• PARAM NAME=tObjectType_db_Input VALUE =" " This parameter repre-
sents the field name in the associated database. It is passed to the CGI scripts
where required.
• PARAM NAME=tURL_dbJnput VALUE =" " This parameter represents the





PARAM NAME=ExcInd_db_Input VALUE =" " This parameter represents
the field name in the associated database. It is passed to the CGI scripts
where required.
PARAM NAME=Purpose_db_Input VALUE =" " This parameter represents
the field name in the associated database. It is passed to the CGI scripts
where required.
PARAM NAME=Comments_db_Input VALUE =" " This parameter repre-
sents the field name in the associated database. It is passed to the CGI scripts
where required.
PARAM NAME=Vl_Label_Input VALUE=" Problem Area" This is the label
that will appear on the first button. It is also the string that will be searched
for if the button is pressed. It is a parent term in the first level taxonomy data
file. It should only be changed if using a taxonomy other than DecisionNet.
PARAM NAME=V2_LabeUnput VALUE=" Functional Area" This is the la-
bel that will appear on the second button. It is also the string that will be
searched for if the button is pressed. It is a parent term in the first level
taxonomy data file. It should only be changed if using a taxonomy other than
DecisionNet.
PARAM NAME=V3_Label_Input VALUE=" Industry Type" This is the label
that will appear on the third button. It is also the string that will be searched
for if the button is pressed. It is a parent term in the first level taxonomy data
file. It should only be changed if using a taxonomy other than DecisionNet.
PARAM NAME=V4_Label_Input VALUE=" Organization Type" This is the
label that will appear on the fourth button. It is also the string that will
be searched for if the button is pressed. It is a parent term in the first level
taxonomy data file. It should only be changed if using a taxonomy other than
DecisionNet.
PARAM NAME=V5_Label_Input VALUE=" Solution Method" This is the la-
bel that will appear on the fifth button. It is also the string that will be
searched for if the button is pressed. It is a parent term in the first level
taxonomy data file. It should only be changed if using a taxonomy other than
DecisionNet.
PARAM NAME=ProtocoUnput VALUE="http" This is the default protocol.
This should not be changed.
PARAM NAME=Data_URL_Input VALUE=" 131.120.39.60" This is the URL
of the Java code as well as the taxonomy data files. It should be changed to





PARAM NAME=DB_URLJnput VALUE=" 131.120.39.63" This is the URL
of the DecisionNet database and CGI scripts. It should be changed to reflect
to actual location of those files.
PARAM NAME=Tax_Ll_FileLocJnput VALUE="/Dnet/TaxJLl.txt" This is
the directory location and file name of the taxonomy level 1 data file. It is
relative to the WWW accessible root. These should be changed to reflect a
new taxonomy or location.
PARAM NAME=Tax_L2_FileLocJnput VALUE=" /Dnet/Tax_L2.txt" This is
the directory location and file name of the taxonomy level 2 data file. It is
relative to the WWW accessible root. These should be changed to reflect a
new taxonomy or location.
PARAM NAME=Tax_L3_FileLocJnput VALUE="/Dnet/Tax_L3.txt" This is
the directory location and file name of the taxonomy level 3 data file. It is
relative to the WWW accessible root. These should be changed to reflect a
new taxonomy or location.
PARAM NAME=Tax_L4_FileLocJnput VALUE=" /Dnet/TaxJL4.txt" This is
the directory location and file name of the taxonomy level 4 data file. It is
relative to the WWW accessible root. These should be changed to reflect a
new taxonomy or location.
• PARAM NAME=Reg_Script_LocJnput VALUE=
"/cgi-win/dnet/provider/regteca.exe" This is the directory location and file
name of the registration script. It is relative to the WWW accessible root. It
should be changed to reflect a new script or location.
• PARAM NAME=Search_Engine_LocJnput VALUE=" " This is the directory
location and file name of the search algorithm. It is relative to the WWW
accessible root. It should be changed to reflect a new script or location.
• PARAM NAME=Default_WeightJnput VALUE=" " This paramater is used
by the search algorith. It should be left at 0.2 to given even weight to all five
variables. If fewer than 5 variables were utilized then it must be adjusted.
• PARAM NAME=Default_CJDegJnput VALUE=" " This paramater is used
by the search algorithm. It is set 0.8. It can be adjusted if further research
indicates a better default.
• PARAM NAME=Default_P_DegJnput VALUE=" " This paramater is used
by the search algorithm. It is set 0.4. It can be adjusted if further research
indicates a better default.
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• PARAM NAME=Default_S_DegJnput VALUE=" " This paramater is used
by the search algorithm. It is set 0.6. It can be adjusted if further research
indicates a better default.
• PARAM NAME=Vl_cgUabel_Input VALUE="tProblemArea" This parame-
ter is specific to the DecisionNet database. It should be changed to reflect the
actual field name of the first variable of a new database.
• PARAM NAME=Vl_value_defaulUnput VALUE="ALL" Default value for
the initial display.
• PARAM NAME=V2_cgUabeUnput VALUE="tFunctionalArea" This param-
eter is specific to the DecisionNet database. It should be changed to reflect
the actual field name of the second variable of a new database.
• PARAM NAME=V2_value_default_Input VALUE="ALL" Default value for
the initial display.
• PARAM NAME=V3_cgUabelJnput VALUE=" tlndType" This parameter is
specific to the DecisionNet database. It should be changed to reflect the actual
field name of the third variable of a new database.
• PARAM NAME=V3_vame_default_Input VALUE="ALL" Default value for
the initial display.
• PARAM NAME=V4_cgiiabeLInput VALUE="tOrgType" This parameter is
specific to the DecisionNet database. It should be changed to reflect the actual
field name of the fourth variable of a new database.
• PARAM NAME=V4_value_default_Input VALUE="ALL" Default value for
the initial display.
• PARAM NAME=V5_cgi_labelJnput VALUE="tSolutionMethod" This
parameter is specific to the DecisionNet database. It should be changed to
reflect the actual field name of the fifth variable of a new database.




APPENDIX D. BROWSER APPLET
// DNET_Browse. Java: Applet
// The DNET_Browse class is the applet that allows producers and
// consumers to view and explore the full mult i -dimensional taxonomy
//
// Copyright by: LT Chris Corgnati for Thesis work with Prof Bhargava
//
// Last modified: 1300 08 Aug 1997 version 1.1
//********************************************************************
import Java. applet . *;
import j ava . awt . *
;
public class DNET_Browse extends Applet {
//An HTML page must feed the following parameters to this applet
String title_Param; String message_Param;
String LeftButtonLabel_Param;
String ProviderID_Param; String ConsumerID_Param;




String Purpose_Param; String Comments_Param;
String ProviderID_db_Param; String ConsumerID_db_Param;




String Purpose_db_Param; String Comments_db_Param;
String VI _Label_Param; String V2_Label_Param;
String V3_Label_Param; String V4_Label_Param;
String V5_Label_Param;
String Protocol_Param; String Data_URL_Param;
String DB_URL_Param; int Port_Param;
String Tax_Ll_FileLoc_Param; String Tax_L2_FileLoc_Param;
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String Tax_L3_FileLoc_Param; String Tax_L4_FileLoc_Param;
String Reg_Script_Loc_Param; String Search_Engine_Loc_Param;
String Default_Weight_Param; String Default_C_Deg_Param;
String Default_P_Deg_Param; String Default_S_Deg_Param;
String Vl_cgi_label_Param; String Vl_value_default_Param;
String V2_cgi_label_Param; String V2_value_def ault_Param;
String V3_cgi_label_Param; String V3_value_default_Param;
String V4_cgi_label_Param; String V4_value_default_Param;
String V5_cgi_label_Param; String V5_value_default_Param;
// DNET Class Constructor
public DNET_Browse() {
}
// APPLET INFO SUPPORT:
public String getAppletlnfoO
{
return "Name: DNET\r\n" +
"Author: LT Christopher M. Corgnati\r\n" +
"Created with Microsoft Visual J++ Version 1.1";
>
//-
public void initO {
this.title_Param = getParameter("title_ input ")
;
this.LeftButtonLabel_Param =
getParameter ( "LeftButtonLabel_input " )
;
this.ProviderID_Param = getParameter ("ProviderID_Input")
;
this. ConsumerID_Param = getParameter ("ConsumerID_Input")




this.tObjectType_Param = getParameter (" tOb j ectType_Input")
;
this.tURL._Param = getParameter (" tURL_Input")
;
this .ExcInd_Param = getParameter ( "Exclnd_lnput")
this.Purpose_Param = getParameter ( "Purpose_Input ")
;
this.Comments_Param = getParameter (" Comments_Input ")
this. ProviderID_db_Param = getParameter ( "ProviderID_db_Input ")
;

































this.Default_Weight_Param = getParameterC'Def ault_Weight_Input")
;
this.Default_C_Deg_Param = getParameterC'Default_C_Deg_ Input")
;
this.Default_P_Deg_Param = getParameterC'Def ault_P_Deg_Input")
;









getParameter ( "V2_value_default_Input " )
this.V3_cgi_label_Param = getParameter ("V3_cgi_label_Input")
this.V3_value_default_Param =
getParameter ( "V3_value_default_Input " )
this.V4_cgi_label_Param = getParameter("V4_cgi_label_Input")
this. V4_value_def ault_Param =





getParameter ( " V5_value_default_Input " )
;
// This calls the Taxonomy screen. Message can be changed here
Frame f3 = new Frame ();
Taxonomy T = new Taxonomy (f3, title_Param,
"Please use this browser to explore this mult i-variable,
multi-dimensional taxonomy. Use the \n"
+ M, Return' button to cancel the applet. A double click on an
item will reveal any items below \n"
+"it in the Taxonomy. It will also highlight your choice in
the boxer above the lists. \n"
+"This Applet is written in Java By LT Chris CorgnatiAn"
,
LeftButtonLabel_Param , ProviderID_Param, TechID_Param
,
TechName_Param , tObj ectType_Param , tURL_Param , ExcInd_Param
,
Purpose_Param , Comments_Param , ConsumerID_Param , Vl_Label_Param
,
V2_Label_Param , V3_Label_Param , V4_Label_Param , V5_Label_Param
,















TechID_db_Param , TechName_db_Param , tObj ectType_db_Param
,











APPENDIX E. REGISTRATION APPLET
// DNET_Reg
.
j ava : Applet
// The DNET_Reg class is the applet that allows producers to register
// thier technologies with the full multi-dimensional taxonomy
//
// Copyright by: LT Chris Corgnati for Thesis work with Prof Bhargava
//
// Last modified: 1300 08 Aug 1997 version 1.1
//********************************************************************
import Java. applet . *;
import j ava . awt . *
;
public class DNET_Reg extends Applet {
//An HTML page must feed the following parameters to this applet
String title_Param; String message_Param;
String LeftButtonLabel_Param;
String ProviderID_Param; String ConsumerID_Param;




String Purpose.Param; String Comments_Param;
String ProviderID_db_Param; String ConsumerID_db_Param;




String Purpose_db_Param; String Comments_db_Param;
String Vl_Label_Param; String V2_Label_Param;
String V3_Label_Param; String V4_Label_Param;
String V5_Label_Param;
String Protocol_Param; String Data_URL_Param;
String DB_URL_Param; int Port_Param;
String Tax_Ll_FileLoc_Param; String Tax_L2_FileLoc_Param;
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String Tax_L3_FileLoc_Param; String Tax_L4_FileLoc_Param;
String Reg_Script_Loc_Param; String Search_Engine_Loc_Param;
String Default_Weight_Param; String Default_C_Deg_Param;
String Def ault_P_Deg_Param; String Default_S_Deg_Param;
String Vl_cgi_label_Param; String Vl_value_def ault_Param;
String V2_cgi_label_Param; String V2_value_default_Param;
String V3_cgi_label_Param; String V3_value_default_Param;
String V4_cgi_label_Param; String V4_value_default_Param;




// APPLET INFO SUPPORT:
public String getAppletlnf o()
{
return "Name: DNET\r\n" +
"Author: LT Christopher M. Corgnati\r\n" +
"Created with Microsoft Visual J++ Version 1.1";
}
//




getParameter ( "LeftButtonLabel_input " )
;
this.ProviderID_Param = getParameter ( "ProviderID_Input ")
;
this. ConsumerID_Param = getParameter ( "ConsumerID_Input")
this.TechlD.Param = getParameter ("TechID_Input")
;
this.TechName_Param = getParameter("TechName_Input ")
;
this.tObjectType_Param = getParameter (" tObj ectType_Input")
;
this.tURL.Param = getParameter ("tURL.Input")
;
this.ExcInd_Param = getParameter ("Exclnd_lnput" )
this.Purpose_Param = getParameter ("Purpose.Input ")
;
this.Comments_Param = getParameter ("Comments.Input")
this. ProviderID_db_Param = getParameter ("ProviderID_db_Input")
;
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this . ConsumerID_db_Param = getParameter("ConsumerID_db_Input")
;






this.tURL_db_Param = getParameter("tURL_db_ Input")
;
this.Exdnd_db_Param = getParameter( "Exclnd_db_ Input")
this.Purpose_db_Param = getParameter("Purpose_db_Input")
;





















this.Default_C_Deg_Param = getParameter("Def ault_C_Deg_Input")
;









getParameter ( "V2_value_default_Input " )
this.V3_cgi_label_Param = getParameter ("V3_cgi_label_Input")
this. V3_value_def ault_Param =
getParameter ("V3_value_default_Input")








getParameter ( "V5_value_default_Input " )
// This calls the Taxonomy screen. Message can be changed here
Frame fl = new FrameO;
Taxonomy T = new Taxonomy (f 1 ,title_Param,
"Please use this browser to classify and register objects
within the system. \n"
+"Use the 'Submit' button to register your object. Use the
'Return' button to cancel \n"
+"the applet. A double click on an item will reveal any items
below it in the Taxonomy. \n"
+"It will also highlight your choice in the boxes above the
lists. \n"
+"This Applet is written in Java By LT Chris CorgnatiAn"
,
LeftButtonLabel_Param , ProviderID_Param , TechID_Param
,
TechName_Param , tObj ectType_Param , tURL_Param , Exc Ind_Param
,
Purpose_Param , Comments_Param , ConsumerID_Param , Vl_Label_Param
,
V2_Label_Param , V3_Label_Param , V4_Label_Param , V5_Label_Param
,

















TechID_db_Param , TechName_db_Param , tObj ectType_db_Param
,











APPENDIX F. SEARCH APPLET
// DNET_Search. Java: Applet
// The DNET_Search class is the applet that controls the inputs to the
// search algorithm and displays the results
//
// Copyright by: LT Chris Corgnati for Thesis work with Prof Bhargava
//
// Last modified: 1350 08 Aug 1997 Version 1.1
//********************************************************************
import j ava . applet . *
;
import j ava . awt . *
;
public class DNET_Search extends Applet {
//An HTML page must feed the following parameters to this applet
String title_Param; String message_Param;
String LeftButtonLabel_Param;
String ProviderID_Param; String ConsumerID_Param;




String Purpose_Param; String Comments_Param;
String ProviderID_db_Param; String ConsumerID_db_Param;





String Purpose_db_Param; String Comments_db_Param;
String Vl_Label_Param; String V2_Label_Param;
String V3_Label_Param; String V4_Label_Param;
String V5_Label_Param;
String Protocol_Param; String Data_URL_Param;
String DB_URL_Param; int Port_Param;
String Tax_Ll_FileLoc_Param; String Tax_L2_FileLoc_Param;
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String Tax_L3_FileLoc_Param; String Tax_L4_FileLoc_Param;
String Reg_Script_Loc_Param; String Search_Engine_Loc_Param;
String Default_Weight_Param; String Default_C_Deg_Param;
String Default_P_Deg_Param; String Default_S_Deg_Param;
String Vl_cgi_label_Param; String Vl_value_def ault_Param;
String V2_cgi_label_Param; String V2_value_default_Param;
String V3_cgi_label_Param; String V3_value_default_Param;
String V4_cgi_label_Param; String V4_value_default_Param;




// APPLET INFO SUPPORT:
public String getAppletlnfo()
{
return "Name: DNET\r\n" +
"Author: LT Christopher M. Corgnati\r\n" +
"Created with Microsoft Visual J++ Version 1.1";
}
//











this.TechName_Param = getParameter ("TechName_Input" )
;




this.ExcInd_Param = getParameter ("Exclnd_lnput")
this.Purpose_Param = getParameter ("Purpose_Input ")
;
this.Comments_Param = getParameter(" Comments_Input")
this.ProviderID_db_Param = getParameter( "ProviderID_db_Input")
;
this.ConsumerID_db_Param = getParameter ("ConsumerID_db_ Input ")
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this.ExcInd_db_Param = getParameter("Exdnd_db_ Input")
this.Purpose_db_Param = getParameter("Purpose_db_Input")
;
this.Comments_db_Param = getParameter ( "Comments_db_ Input ")
this.Vl_Label_Param = getParameter ("Vl_Label_Input")
this.V2_Label_Param = getParameter ("V2_Label_Input")
this.V3_Label_Param = getParameter ("V3_Label_Input")
this.V4_Label_Param = getParameter ("V4_Label_Input")
this. V5_Label_Param = getParameter ("V5_Label_Input")
this.Protocol_Param = getParameter("Protocol_Input")
;
this.Data_URL_Param = getParameter ( "Data_URL_Input ")
this.DB_URL_Param = getParameter ("DB_URL_Input")
;
Port.Param = 80;
this.Tax_Ll_FileLoc_Param = getParameter ("Tax_Ll_FileLoc_Input")
this.Tax_L2_FileLoc_Param = getParameter ("Tax_L2_FileLoc_Input")
this.Tax_L3_FileLoc_Param = getParameter ("Tax_L3_FileLoc_Input")
this.Tax_L4_FileLoc_Param = getParameter ("Tax_L4_FileLoc_Input")





this.Default_Weight_Param = getParameter ("Default_Weight_Input")
;
this.Default_C_Deg_Param = getParameter ( "Def ault_C_Deg_Input")
;
this.Default_P_Deg_Param = getParameter ("Def ault_P_Deg_Input")
this. Default_S_Deg_Param = getParameter ("Def ault_S_Deg_Input")
this.Vl_cgi_label_Param = getParameter (" Vl_cgi_label_Input")
;
this.Vl_value_def ault.Param =
getParameter ( "Vl_value_default_Input " )
;
this.V2_cgi_label_Param = getParameter ("V2_cgi_label_Input")
this.V2_value_def ault.Param =
getParameter ( "V2_value_default_Input " )
this.V3_cgi_label_Param = getParameter (" V3_cgi_label_Input")
this.V3_value_def ault_Param =
getParameter ( "V3_value_default_Input " )
this. V4_cgi_label_Param = getParameter("V4_cgi_label_Input")
this.V4_value_def ault_Param -





getParameter ( "V5_value_default_Input " )
;
// This calls the Taxonomy screen. Message can be changed here
Frame f2 = new FrameO;
Taxonomy T = new Taxonomy (f2, t itle_Param,
"Welcome to the Search Engine. Please use this applet to
specify your preferences \n"
+"and objectives for the search algorithm. Press 'Define
Search Weights' to move to \n"
+"the next screen. Press 'Return' to cancel the applet.
A double click on an item will \n"
+"reveal any items below it in the Taxonomy. It will also
highlight your choice in the top boxes. \n"
+"This Applet is written in Java By LT Chris CorgnatiAn"
,
LeftButtonLabel_Param , ProviderID_Param , TechID_Param
,
TechName_Param , tObj ectType_Param , tURL_Param , ExcInd_Param
,
Purpose_Param , Comments_Param , ConsumerID_Param , Vl_Label_Param
,
V2_Label_Param , V3_Label_Param , V4_Label_Param , V5_Label_Param
,
















TechID_db_Param , TechName_db_Param , tObj ectType_db_Param
,












// The Taxonomy class is the main interface for all of the Dnet
// applets
// Copyright by: LT Chris Corgnati for Thesis work with
// Prof Bhargava
// Last modified: Version 1.2
// 1300 12 Aug 1997
//
import j ava . awt . *
;
import java.io.*;
import j ava . net . *
import Java. applet .*;
public class Taxonomy extends Frame {
//Flags that pass control internal to this object
private static final int cancel = 0;
private static final int submit =1;
private static final int search = 27;
private static final int Vl_button_token = 2
private static final int V2_button_token = 3
private static final int V3_button_token = 4
private static final int V4_button_token = 5
private static final int V5_button_token = 6
private static final int Vl_token = 7;
// private static final int Vl_2D_token = 8; //future use
// private static final int Vl_3D_token = 9; //future use
// private static final int Vl_4D_token = 10; //future use
private static final int V2_token = 11;
// private static final int V2_2D_token = 12
// private static final int V2_3D_token = 13




private static final int V3_token = 15;
private static final int V3_2D_token = 16
// private static final int V3_3D_token = 17





private static final int V4_token = 19;
// private static final int V4_2D_token = 20; //future use
// private static final int V4_3D_token = 21; //future use
// private static final int V4_4D_token = 22; //future use
private static final int V5_token = 23;
private static final int V5_2D_token = 24
private static final int V5_3D_token = 25
private static final int V5_4D_token = 26
// Value strings are set to the parameter strings passed from HTML
String ProviaerID_Value = new String (ProviderID_Param)
;
String ConsumerID_Value = new String (ConsumerID_Param)
String TechlD.Value = new String (TechID_Param)
;
String TechName_Value = new String (TechName_Param)
;
String tObjectType_Value = new String (tObj ectType_Param)
;
String tURL.Value = new String (tURL_Param)
;
String ExcInd_Value = new String (ExcInd_Param)
String Purpose_Value = new String (Purpose_Param)
;
String Comments_Value = new String (Comments_Param)
//these represent the database column names-passed from HTML
String ConsumerID_db_value = new String (ConsumerID_db)
;
String ProviderID_db_value = new String (ProviderID_db)
String TechID_db_value = new String (TechID_db)
;
String TechName_db_value = new String(TechName_db)
;
String tObjectType_db_value = new String (tObj ectType_db)
;
String tURL_db_value = new String (tURL_db)
String Exclnd_db_value = new String(ExcInd_db)
String Purpose_db_value = new String (Purpose_db)
String Comments_db_value = new String (Comments_db)
//button labels
String Vl_Label = new String (Vl_Label_Param)
String V2_Label = new String (V2_Label_Param)
String V3_Label = new String (V3_Label_Param)
String V4_Label = new String (V4_Label_Param)
String V5_Label = new String (V5_Label_Param)
//Networking variables and file locations
String Protocol = new String(Protocol)
;
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String Data_File_Home = new String (Data_URL)
;
String Database_Home = new String (DB_URL)
;
int port = Port
;
String Tax_Ll = new String(Tax_Ll_FileLoc)
String Tax_L2 = new String (Tax_L2_FileLoc)
String Tax_L3 = new String (Tax_L3_FileLoc)
String Tax_L4 = new String (Tax_L4_FileLoc)
String cgi_regteca = new String(Reg_Script_Loc)
;
String Search_Engine_Loc = new String(Search_Engine_Loc)
;
//default search values
String Default_Weight = new String (Default_Weight_Param)
;
String Default_C_Deg = new String (Default_C_Deg_Param)
String Default_P_Deg = new String (Def ault_P_Deg_Param)
String Default_S_Deg = new String (Default_S_Deg_Param)
//cgi and database names, and default values for initial display
String Vl_cgi_label = new String (Vl_cgi_label)
String Vl_Value = new String(Vl_value_default)
String V2_cgi_label = new String (V2_cgi_label)
String V2_Value = new String (V2_value_default)
String V3_cgi_label = new String (V3_cgi_label)
String V3_Value = new String (V3_value_default)
String V4_cgi_label = new String (V4_cgi_label)
String V4_Value = new String (V4_value_default)
String V5_cgi_label = new String(V5_cgi_label)
String V5_Value = new String (V5_value_def ault)
private int List_Token; //shows the active list
Button Submit , Cancel , Vl_Button , V2_Button
,
V3_Button , V4_Button , V5_Button
;
MultiLineLabel Narrative;




















// value is used to differentiate which applet is calling
String button_label = new String (Submit_Button_Label)
;
//
// Constuctor Code-instances of taxonomy must call it with this info
public Taxonomy (Frame f .String title, String message,
String Submit_Button_Label,
String ProviderID_Param, String TechID_Param,
String TechName.Param, String tObjectType_Param,
String tURL_Param, String ExcInd_Param, String Purpose_Param,
String Comments_Param, String ConsumerID_Param,
String Vl_Label_Param, String V2_Label_Param,
String V3_Label_Param, String V4_Label_Param,
String V5_Label_Param, String Protocol,
String Data_URL, String DB_URL,int Port, String Tax_Ll_FileLoc,
String Tax_L2_FileLoc, String Tax_L3_FileLoc,
String Tax_L4_FileLoc,
String Reg_Script_Loc, String Search_Engine_Loc,
String Default_Weight_Param, String Def ault_C_Deg_Param,
String Default_P_Deg_Param, String Default_S_Deg_Param,
String Vl_cgi_label, String Vl_value_def ault
,
String V2_cgi_label, String V2_value_def ault
String V3_cgi_label, String V3_value_def ault
String V4_cgi_label, String V4_value_def ault
String V5_cgi_label, String V5_value_default
String ConsumerID_db, String ProviderID_db,
String TechID_db, String TechName_db, String tObjectType_db,







Cancel = new Button ("Return to DecisionNet")
;
Submit = new Button (Submit_Button_Label)
;
Message_Field = new TextField(30)
;
Message_Field . setEditable (false)
;
Panel pi = new PanelO;
pi . setLayout (gridbag)
;
constrain (pi , Submit ,0,0,1,1, GridBagConstraint s . BOTH
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER, .
,
.
, 10 , 10 , 10 , 10)
;
constrain (pi , Message.Field ,1,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . BOTH
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER, .0,0.0,10,10,10,10);
constrain(pl , Cancel ,2,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . BOTH
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,10,10,10,10);
//
// Panel 2-Instructions
Narrative = new MultiLineLabel (message, 1)
;
Panel p2 = new PanelO;
p2 . setLayout (gridbag)
;
constrain (p2 , Narrat ive ,0,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER, .0,0.0,0,0,0,0);
//
// Panel 3-Selection Display
Vl.Button = new Button (Vl_Label)
V2_Button = new Button (V2_Label)
V3_Button = new Button (V3_Label)
V4_Button = new Button (V4_Label)
V5_Button = new Button (V5_Label)






Vl_2D_Field = new TextField(18)
Vl_2D_Field. setEditable (false)
;
Vl_3D_Field = new TextField(18)
Vl_3D_Field. setEditable (false)
Vl_4D_Field = new TextField(18)
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Vl_4D_Field . setEditable (false)
;






V2_2D_Field = new TextField(18)
V2_2D_Field. setEditable (false)
V2_3D_Field = new TextField(18)
V2_3D_Field. setEditable (false)
V2_4D_Field = new TextField(18)
V2_4D_Field. setEditable (false)
;




V3_2D_Field = new TextField(18)
V3_2D_Field. setEditable (false)
V3_3D_Field = new TextField(18)
;
V3_3D_Field. setEditable (false)
V3_4D_Field = new TextField(18)
V3_4D_Field. setEditable (false)
;




V4_2D_Field = new TextField(18)
V4_2D_Field. setEditable (false)
V4_3D_Field = new TextField(18)
V4_3D_Field. setEditable (false)
V4_4D_Field = new TextField(18)
;
V4_4D.Field. setEditable (false)
V5_Field = new TextField(18)
V5_Field.setText(V5_Value)
;
V5_Field . setEditable (false)
V5_2D_Field = new TextField(18)
V5_2D_Field. setEditable (false)
V5_3D_Field = new TextField(18)
V5_3D_Field. setEditable (false)
;
V5_4D_Field = new TextField(18)
V5_4D_Field. setEditable (false)
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Panel p3 - new Panel ();
p3 . setLayout (gridbag)
;
constrain(p3 , Vl.Button ,1,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V2_Button ,1,1,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V3_Button ,1,2,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V4_Button ,1,3,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V5_Button ,1,4,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain(p3 , Vl_Field ,2,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , Vl_2D_Field ,3,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , Vl_3D_Field ,4,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , Vl_4D_Field ,5,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V2_Field ,2,1,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V2_2D_Field ,3,1,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V2_3D_Field ,4,1,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V2_4D_Field ,5,1,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V3_Field ,2,2,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain(p3 , V3_2D_Field ,3,2,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain(p3 , V3_3D_Field ,4,2,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain(p3 , V3_4D_Field ,5,2,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain(p3 , V4_Field ,2,3,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
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GridBagConstraint s . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V4_2D_Field ,3,3,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V4_3D_Field ,4,3,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V4_4D_Field ,5,3,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V5_Field, 2 ,4,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V5_2D_Field ,3,4,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V5_3D_Field ,4,4,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p3 , V5_4D.Field ,5,4,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
//
// Panel 4-Displa.y boxes for hierarchical levels
Current.Field = new TextField(30)
;
Current_Field . setEditable (false)
;
Level_l = new List (12, false)
Level_2 = new List (12, false)
Level_3 = new List (12, false)
Level_4 = new List (12, false)
Panel p4 = new Panel 0;
p4 . setLayout (gridbag)
;
constrain (p4 , Current.Field ,2,0,2,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain(p4 , Level_l ,1,1,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER, .0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p4 , Level_2 ,2,1,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER, .0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p4 , Level_3 ,3,1,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER, .0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p4 , Level_4 ,4,1,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER, .0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
//
// Add panels to the top level window and arrange the panels
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this . setLayout (gridbag)
;
constrain (this.pl, 1,0,1, l.GridBagConstraints.NONE,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (this
,
p2 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , GridBagConstraint s . NONE
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (this
,
p3 , 1 , 2 , 1 , 1 , GridBagConstraints . NONE
GridBagConstraint s . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,4,4,4,4);
constrain (this
,
p4 , 1 , 3 , 1 , 1 , GridBagConstraints . NONE




public boolean action(Event event, Object arg) {
if (event .target instanceof Button) {
if (event .target == Submit) {
if (((String) event .arg) .equals ("Submit for Registration"))
answer (submit)
;
else if (((String) event .arg) .equals
("Define Search Weights")) answer (search)
;
else if (((String) event .arg) .equals
("Return to DecisionNet")) answer (cancel)
}
else if (event .target == Vl_Button) answer (Vl_button_token)
else if (event .target == V2_Button) answer (V2_button_token)
else if (event .target == V3_Button) answer (V3_button_token)
else if (event .target == V4_Button) answer (V4_button_token)





if (event .target instanceof List) {
if ((event. target == Level_l) & (List_Token == 111))
answer(Vl_token)
;
// else if ((event .target == Level_2) & (List_Token == 111))
// answer (Vl_2D_token)
;
// else if ((event. target == Level_3) & (List_Token == 111))
// answer (Vl_3D_token)
// else if ((event. target == Level_4) & (List.Token == 111))
// answer (Vl_4D_token)




















else if ((event .target == Level_2
answer (V2_2D_token)
;
else if ((event .target == Level_3
answer (V2_3D_token)
else if ((event .target == Level_4
answer (V2_4D_token)
else if ((event .target == Level_l
answer (V3_token)
else if ((event .target == Level_2
iinswer(V3_2D_token)
else if ((event .target == Level_3
answer (V3_3D_token)
else if ((event .target == Level_4
answer (V3_4D_token)
;
else if ((event .target == Level_l
answer (V4_token)
;
else if ((event .target == Level_2
answer (V4_2D_token)
else if ((event .target == Level_3
answer (V4_3D_token)
else if ((event .target == Level_4
answer (V4_4D_token)
else if ((event .target == Level_l
answer (V5_token)
else if ((event .target == Level_2
answer (V5_2D_token)
;
else if ((event .target == Level_3
answer (V5_3D_token)




























case cancel : cancel_handler() ; break
case submit :submit_handler() ; break
case search : search_handler ( ) ; break
case Vl_button_token : Vl_button_handler ( ) ; break
;
case V2_button_token: V2_button_handler() ; break;
case V3_button_token : V3_button_handler ( ) ; break
case V4_button_token : V4_button_haiidler ( ) ; break
case V5_button_token:V5_button_handler() ; break;
case Vl_token:Vl_handler() ; break;
// case Vl_2D_token:Vl_2D_handler() ; break;
// case Vl_3D_token:Vl_3D_handler() ; break;
// case Vl_4D_token:Vl_4D_handler() ; break;
case V2_token:V2_handler() ; break;
// case V2_2D_token:V2_2D_handler() ; break;
// case V2_3D_token:V2_3D_handler() ; break;
// case V2_4D_token:V2_4D_handler() ; break;
case V3_token:V3_handler() ; break;
case V3_2D_token:V3_2D_handler() ; break;
// case V3_3D_token:V3_3D_handler() ; break;
// case V3_4D_token:V3_4D_handler() ; break;
case V4_token : V4_handler ( ) ; break
;
// case V4_2D_token:V4_2D_handler() ; break;
// case V4_3D_token:V4_3D_handler() ; break;
// case V4_4D_token:V4_4D_handler() ; break;
case V5_token:V5_handler() ; break;
case V5_2D_token:V5_2D_handler() ; break;
case V5_3D_token:V5_3D_handler() ; break;
case V5_4D_token:V5_4D_handler() ; break;
}







//used to call the search engine
//The cgi script dictates that the order be 1,2,5,3,4
protected void search_handler() {
Weights W = new Weights ("DecisionNet Search Engine",
"Please use this applet to specify your \n"
+"pref erences and objectives for the search algorithm. \n"
+"Press 'Submit to Search Engine' to launch your search. \n"
+"This Applet is written in Java By LT Chris Corgnati.\n"
+" \n",
ConsumerID_Value , tObj ectType_Value , Vl_Value , V2_Value
,
V5_Value , V3_Value , V4_Value , Protocol , Database_Home
,
port , Search_Engine_Loc , Default_Weight , Def ault_C_Deg
,
Default_P_Deg , Default_S_Deg , ConsumerID_db_value
,
tObj ectType_db_value , Vl_cgi_label , V2_cgi_label
,
V3_cgi_label,V4_cgi_label,V5_cgi_label);










//used to call the registration cgi script
public void submit_handler() {
//resets the querystring
String querystring =_ ii M
//These varibles need to be passed in from the HTML page to the applet
QueryString Q = new QueryString(ProviderID_db_value,
ProviderID_Value)
;
Q . add (TechID_db_value , TechlD.Value)
;
Q . add (TechName_db_value , TechName_Value)
;
Q . add (tOb j ectType_db_value , tObj ectType_Value)
;
//These variables are user selections
//The cgi script dictates that the order be 1,2,5,3,4
Q.add(Vl_cgi_label,Vl_Value)
Q . add (V2_cgi_label , V2_Value)





//These varibles need to be passed in from the HTML page to the applet








//sets local string to return of QueryString method
querystring = Q. query;
//attempt to establish a connection
try {
Message_Field.setText( "Establishing a Network Connection");
URL u = new URL (Protocol, Database_Home, port, cgi_regteca)
;








//send data to cgi program








String results = (" ")
;
DatalnputStream DIS = new DatalnputStream
(connection. getlnputStreamO)
;
while ((thisLine = DIS.readLineO) != null) {




//Open Dialog to display registration results
Frame f4 = new Frame ();
Reg_Complete D = new Reg_Complete
(f4, "DecisionNet Registration Results",
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"Registration is Complete. \n"
+"Thank you for using DecisionNet. \n"




















catch (IOException e) {
Message_Field . setText (e . toString( ) )
}





catch (MalformedURLException e) {
Message_Field . setText (e . toStringO )
;
Frame f4 = new Frame ();
Reg_Complete D = new Reg_Complete
(f4, "DecisionNet Registration Results",
"Registration Failed (MalformedURLException) . \n"
+"If this continues, please contact DecisionNet. \n"














catch (IOException e) {
Message_Field . setText (e . toStringO )
;
Frame f4 = new Frame ();
Reg_Complete D = new Reg_Complete
(f4, "DecisionNet Registration Results",
"Registration Failed(IOException) . \n"
+"If this continues, please contact DecisionNet. \n"












catch (NullPointerException e) {
Message_Field . setText (e . toStringO )
;
Frame f4 = new Frame ();
Reg_Complete D = new Reg_Complete
(f4, "DecisionNet Registration Results",
"Registration Failed(NullPointerException) . \n"
+"If this continues, please contact DecisionNet. \n"












protected void Vl_button_handler () {








protected void Vl_handler () {
Level_2. clear ;Level_3. clear () ;Level_4. clearO
;




Vl_2D_Field . setText (" ") ; Vl_3D_Field . setText ( " " )
Vl_4D_Field. setText ("") ;Vl_Value=Level_l .getSelectedltemO
;




// for future expansion to three dimensions of VI type variable
// protected void Vl_2D_handler () {
// Level_3. clear () ;Level_4. clear ()
;
// Vl_2D_Field. setText (Level_2. getSelectedltemO)
;










// for future expansion to four dimensions of VI type variable
// protected void Vl_3D_handler () {
// Level_4. clear ()
;
// Vl_3D_Field. setText (Level_3. getSelectedltemO)
;








// for future expansion to four dimensions of VI type variable
// protected void Vl_4D_handler {





protected void V2_button_handler {








protected void V2_handler () {
Level_2. clear () ;Level_3. clearO ;Level_4. clearO ;
V2_Field.setText(Level_l.getSelectedItem())
;
V2_2D_Field . setText ( " " ) ; V2_3D_Field . setText ( " " )
;
V2_4D_Field.setText(" M ) ;V2_Value=Level_l .getSelectedltemO
;




// for future expansion to three dimensions of V2 area variable
// protected void V2_2D_handler () {
// Level_3. clearO ;Level_4. clearO ;
// V2_2D_Field. setText (Level_2. getSelectedltemO)
;





// level_handler (Protocol , Data_File_Home , Tax_L3 , Level. 1 , Level_2)
// }
//
// for future expansion to four dimensions of V2 area variable
// protected void V2_3D_handler {
// Level_4. clearO ;
// V2_3D_Field. setText (Level_3. getSelectedltemO)
;







// for future expansion to four dimensions of V2 area variable
// protected void V2_4D_handler {







protected void V3_button_handler () {








protected void V3_handler {
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V3_2D_Field . setText ( " " ) ; V3_3D_Field . setText ('*");
V3_4D_Field. setText ("") ;V3_Value=Level_l .getSelectedltemO
;




// for future expansion to three dimensions of V3 type variable
protected void V3_2D_handler () {
Level_3. clear () ;Level_4. clearO
;
V3_2D_Field . setText (Level_2
.
getSelectedltem ( ) )
;










// for future expansion to four dimensions of V3 type variable
// protected void V3_3D_handler () {
// Level_4. clearO ;








// level_handler (Protocol , Data_File_Home , Tax_L4 , Level_3 , Level_4)
// }
//
// for future expansion to four dimensions of V3 type variable
// protected void V3_4D_handler {










protected void V4_button_handler {







protected void V4_handler () {
(Level_2. clearO ) ;Level_3. clearO ;Level_4. clearO ;
V4_Field. setText (Level_l. getSelectedltemO)
;
V4_2D_Field . setText ( " " ) ; V4_3D_Field . setText ( " " )
;







// protected void V4_2D_handler () {








// level_handler (Protocol ,Data_File_Home , Tax_L3 , Level_2 , Level_3)
// }
//
// for future expansion to four dimensions of V4 type variable
// protected void V4_3D_handler () {
// Level_4. clear ()
;
// V4_3D_Field. setText (Level_3.getSelectedItem())
// V4_4D_Field. setText ("*') ;V4_Value=Level_3.getSelectedItem()
;




// for future expansion to four dimensions of V4 type variable
// protected void V4_4D_handler () {









protected void V5_button_handler () {







protected void V5_handler () {
(Level_2. clear ()) ; (Level_3. clear ()) ; (Level_4. clear ())
;
V5_Field. setText (Level_l. getSelectedltemO)
;
V5_2D_Field . setText ( " " ) ; V5_3D_Field . setText ( " " )
;









protected void V5_2D_handler {
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protected void V5_3D_handler () {.
(Level_4. clearO)
;












protected void V5_4D_handler O {







protected void button_handler (String var_name) {
Level_l . clearO ;Level_2. clearO
;
Level_3 . clearO ;Level_4. clearO
;
try {
URL url = new URL (Protocol, Data_File_Home, Tax_Ll )
;
URLConnection connection = url.openConnectionO
;
input = connection. getlnputStreamO
;
Grep g = new Grep(var_name,Level_l, input)
;
}
catch (MalformedURLException e) {
Current_Field. setText ("URL Exception")
;
}
catch (IOException i) {




protected void level.handler (String Protocol,
String Data_File_Home, String FileLocation,
List Current, List Target) {
try {
URL url = new URL (Protocol, Data_File_Home,FileLocat ion)
;
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URLConnection connection = url.openConnectionO
;
input = connection. getlnputStreamO
;
Grep g = new Grep (Current .getSelectedltemO , Target , input)
;
}




catch (IOException i) {





//These constrain functions are used to layout the components both
//within thier panels and the panels within the frame.
//(from Java in Nutshell)
public void constrain (Container container, Component component,
int grid.x, int grid_y,int grid_width,int grid_height,
int fill, int anchor , double weight_x, double weight_y,
int top, int left, int bottom, int right) {
GridBagConstraints c = new GridBagConstraintsO
;
c.gridx = grid_x;c.gridy = grid_y;
c.gridwidth = grid_width;c.gridheight = grid_height;
c.fill = f ill; c. anchor = anchor;
c.weightx = weight_x ; c. weighty = weight
_y;
if (top + bottom + left + right > 0)
c. insets = new Insets (top, left, bottom, right )
;
( (GridBagLayout ) container
.







public void constrain (Container container, Component component,
int grid_x,int grid_y,int grid_width,int grid_height) {









GridBagConstraints . NORTHWEST ,0.0,0.0,0,0,0,0);
}
//
public void constrain (Container container .Component component,
int grid_x,int grid_y,int grid_width,int grid_height,
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int top,int left,int bottom, int right) {








grid.height , GridBagConstraints . NONE
,




// The Weights class is the interface for both consumer search and
// producer registration
//
// Copyright by: LT Chris Corgnati for Thesis work with Prof Bhargava
//
// Last modified: Version 1.1
// 1300 29 July 1997
//
import j ava . awt . *
;
import java.io.*;
import j ava . net . *
public class Weights extends Frame {
//Flags that pass control internal to this object
Button Search, Cancel;
Label Problem_Label,Functional_Label,Organization_Label,














TextField Industry.Weight , Industry_C_Deg
,
Industry_P_Deg, Industry_S_Deg;
TextField Solut ion_Weight, Solut ion_C_Deg,
Solut ion_P_Deg , Solut ion_S_Deg
;
TextField Message_Field;
String Def ault_Weight = new String (Def ault_Weight_Param)
;
String Default_C_Deg = new String (Def ault_C_Deg_Param)
;
String Def ault_P_Deg = new String(Default_P_Deg_Param)
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String Default_S_Deg = new String (Default_S_Deg_Param)
;
GridBagLayout gridbag = new GridBagLayoutO
;
//Variables used to create the querystring
String ConsumerID = new String (ConsumerID_db)
;
String tObjectType = new String (tObj ectType_db)
;
String tProblemArea = new String (tProblemArea_db)
;
String tFunctionalArea = new String(tFunctionalArea_db)
;
String tSolutionMethod = new String (tSolutionMethod_db)
String tlndType = new String (tIndType_db)
;
String tOrgType = new String (tOrgType_db)
//Variables passed from taxonomy object-will be submitted to search
String ConsumerID_Value = new String (ConsumerID_Param)
;
String tObjectType_Value = new String (tObj ectType_Param)
;
String tProblemArea.Value = new String (tProblemArea_Param)
;
String tFunctionalArea_Value - new String (tFunctionalArea_Param)
;
String tSolutionMethod_Value = new String (tSolutionMethod_Param)
String tIndType_Value = new String (tIndType_Param)
;
String tOrgType_Value = new String (tOrgType_Param)
//Network variables to connect to CGI programs
String Protocol = new String(Protocol)
;
String dnetl = new String (DB.URL)
;
int port = Port
;
// cgi_indexed is the home of the delphi search engine script
String cgi_indexed = new String (Search_Engine_Loc)
;
//
// Constuctor Code-instances of taxonomy must call it with this info
public Weights (String title, String message, String ConsumerID_Param,
String tObjectType_Param, String tProblemArea_Param,
String tFunctionalArea_Param, String tSolutionMethod_Param,
String tIndType_Param, String tOrgType_Param, String Protocol,
String DB_URL,int Port, String Search_Engine_Loc,
String Def ault .Weight_Param, String Default_C_Deg_Param,
String Default_P_Deg_Param, String Default_S_Deg_Param,
String ConsumerID_db, String tObjectType_db,
String tProblemArea_db, String tFunctionalArea_db,







Search = new Button ("Submit to Search Engine");
Cancel = new Button (" Return to DecisionNet ");





Panel pi = new PanelQ;
pi . setLayout (gridbag)
;
constrain (pi , Search, ,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . BOTH
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (pi , Message_Field ,1,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . BOTH
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER, .0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (pi , Cancel ,2,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . BOTH
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
//
// Panel 2-Instructions
Narrative = new MultiLineLabel (message, 1)
;
Panel p2 = new PanelO;
p2 . setLayout (gridbag)
;
constrain (p2 , Narrative ,0,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER, .0,0.0,0,0,0,0);
//
// Panel 3-Instructions
Legend = new MultiLineLabel
("VW = Variable Weight (must sum to 1.0) \n"
+ " \n"
+"CDM = Child Degradation Multiplier \n"
+ "PDM = Parent Degradation Multiplier \n"
+"SDM = Sibling Degradation Multiplier \n"
+" \n"
+"Default Values are shown. Advanced users may define \n"
+" custom values here. Degradation Multipliers must be in \n"
+"the interval [0,1]. Higher values indicate a stronger
preference \n"
+"for the selected item only. Lower values allow the search
to \n"





Panel p3 = new PaneK);
p3 . setLayout (gridbag)
;
constrain (p3 , Legend ,0,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,0,0,0,0);
//
// Panel 3-Selection Display
Weight_Col = new Label ("VW");
Child_Col = new Label ("CDM")
;
Parent.Col = new Label ( "PDM" )
;
Sibling.Col = new Label ( "SDM" )
;
Problem_Label = new Label ("Problem Area");
Functional_Label = new Label ("Functional Area");
Industry_Label = new Label ("Industry Type");
0rganization_Label = new Label ("Organization Type");
Solution_Label = new Label ("Solution Area");
Problem_Weight = new TextField(Default_Weight ,5)
;
Problem_Weight . setEditable (true)
;
Problem_C_Deg = new TextField(Def ault_C_Deg,5)
Problem_C_Deg . setEditable (true)
;
Problem_P_Deg = new TextField(Def ault_P_Deg,5)
Problem_P_Deg . setEditable (true)
Problem_S_Deg = new TextField(Def ault_S_Deg,5)
Problem_S_Deg . setEditable (true)








Functional_P_Deg = new TextField(Default_P_Deg,5)
Funct ional_P_Deg . setEditable (true)
Functional_S_Deg = new TextField(Default_S_Deg,5)
Functional_S_Deg . setEditable (true)
Industry_Weight = new TextField (Default_Weight , 5)
Industry_Weight . setEditable (true)
;
Industry_C_Deg = new TextField(Def ault_C_Deg,5)
;
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Industry_C_Deg . setEditable (true)
;




Industry_S_Deg = new TextField(Default_S_Deg,5)
Industry_S_Deg
. setEditable (true)





Organization_C_Deg = new TextField(Default_C_Deg,5)
;
Organization_C_Deg . setEditable (true)
;
Organization_P_Deg = new TextField(Default_P_Deg,5)
Organizat ion_P_Deg
. setEditable (true)
Organizat ion_S_Deg = new TextField(Default_S_Deg,5)
Organizat ion_S_Deg . setEditable (true)
Solution_Weight = new TextField(Default_Weight,5)
;
Solution_Weight . setEditable (true)
;
Solution_C_Deg = new TextField(Default_C_Deg,5)
;
Solut ion_C_Deg . setEditable (true)
;
Solution_P_Deg = new TextField(Default_P_Deg,5)
Solution_P_Deg. setEditable (true)
Solution_S_Deg = new TextField(Def ault_S_Deg,5)
Solut ion_S_Deg. setEditable (true)
Panel p5 = new Panel ();
p5 . setLayout (gridbag)
;
constrain (p5 , Weight_Col ,1,0,1,1, Gr idBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraint s . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Child_Col ,2,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraint s . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Parent_Col ,3,0,1,1, GridBagConstraint s . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Sibling.Col ,4,0,1,1, GridBagConstraint s . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraint s . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Problem_Label ,0,1,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain(p5 , Funct ional.Label ,0,2,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER, .0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Industry_Label ,0,3,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
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constrain (p5 , Organizat ion_Label ,0,4,1,1,
GridBagConstraint s . HORIZONTAL , GridBagConstraint s . CENTER
,
0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Solut ion_Label ,0,5,1,1, GridBagConstraint s . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraint s . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Problem_Weight ,1,1,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraint s . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Problem_C_Deg ,2,1,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraint s . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Problem_P_Deg ,3,1,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Problem_S_Deg ,4,1,1,1, GridBagConstraint s . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraint s . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Funct ional_Weight ,1,2,1,1,
GridBagConstraint s . HORIZONTAL , GridBagConstraints . CENTER
,
0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Functional_C_Deg ,2,2,1,1, GridBagConstraint s . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraint s . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Functional_P_Deg ,3,2,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraint s . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Functional_S_Deg ,4,2,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Industry.Weight ,1,3,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Industry_C_Deg ,2,3,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Industry_P_Deg ,3,3,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints
. CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Industry_S_Deg ,4,3,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5, Organizat ion_Weight, 1,4,1,1,
GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL , GridBagConstraints . CENTER
,
0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Organization_C_Deg ,2,4,1,1,
GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL , GridBagConstraints . CENTER
0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5, Organizat ion_P_Deg, 3, 4, 1,1,
GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL , GridBagConstraints . CENTER,
0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
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constrain (p5,0rganization_S_Deg, 4, 4, 1,1,
GridBagConstraints
. HORIZONTAL , GridBagConstraints . CENTER
,
0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Solution_Weight ,1,5,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain(p5 , Solut ion_C_Deg ,2,5,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Solut ion_P_Deg ,3,5,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
constrain (p5 , Solution_S_Deg ,4,5,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1);
//
// Add panels to the top level window and arrange the panels




pi, 0,0, 1,1, GridBagConstraints . NONE
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1)
constrain (this
,
p2 , , 1 , 1 , 1 , GridBagConstraints . NONE
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,1,1,1,1)
constrain (this
,
p3 , , 2 , 1 , 1 , GridBagConstraint s . NONE
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,4,4,4,4)
constrain (this
,
p5 , , 4 , 1 , 1 , GridBagConstraints . NONE
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,4,4,4,4)
}
//
public boolean action (Event event, Object arg) {
if (event .target instanceof Button) {





if (event .target == Search) {
//resets the querystring
String querystring = " "
;
//These varibles need to be passed in from the HTML
//page to the applet
QueryString Q = new QueryString (Consumer ID,
ConsumerID_Value)
;
Q . add (tOb j ectType , tObj ectType_Value )
;
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Q . add (tOrgType , tOrgType_Value)
String PW = new String(Problem_Weight .getTextO)
;
Q . add ( "Problem.Weight " , PW)
;
String PCD = new String(Problem_C_Deg. getTextO)
Q.add("Problem_C_Deg M ,PCD);
String PPD = new String (Problem_P_Deg. getTextO)
Q.add("Problem_P_Deg",PPD)
String PSD = new String (Problem_S_Deg. getTextO)
Q . add ( " Problem_S_Deg " , PSD)




String FCD = new String(Functional_C_Deg. getTextO)
Q.add("Functional_C_Deg",FCD);
String FPD = new String(Functional_P_Deg. getTextO)
Q.add( MFunctional_P_Deg",FPD)
String FSD = new String(Functional_S_Deg. getTextO)
Q.add("Functional_S_Deg",FSD)
;




String ICD = new String(Industry_C_Deg. getTextO)
Q . add ( " Industry_C_Deg" , ICD)
String IPD = new String (Industry_P_Deg. getTextO)
Q . add ( " Industry_P_Deg" , IPD)
String ISD = new String(Industry_S_Deg. getTextO)
Q . add ( " Industry_S_Deg" , ISD)




String OCD = new String (Organization_C_Deg. getTextO)
Q.add("Organization_C_Deg",OCD)
String OPD = new String (Organization_P_Deg. getTextO)
Q.add("Organization_P_Deg" ,0PD)




String SW = new String (Solution_Weight .getTextO)
;
Q . add( M Solution_Weight" , SW)
;
String SCD = new String (Solution_C_Deg. getTextO)
;
Q . add ( "Solut ion_C_Deg" , SCD)
String SPD = new String(Solution_P_Deg. getTextO)
;
Q. add ( "Solution_P_Deg\SPD)
String SSD = new String(Solution_S_Deg. getTextO)
Q . add ( "Solution_S_Deg" , SSD)
//sets local string to return of QueryString method
querystring = Q. query;
//attempt to establish a connection
try {
Message_Field . setText ( "Establishing Network
Connection. ...");
URL u = new URL(Protocol,dnetl,port,cgi_indexed)
;
URLConnection connection = u.openConnectionO
;







//send data to cgi program
DataOutputStream dos = new DataOutputStream
(connection. getOutputStreamO) ;
dos . writeBytes (querystring)
dos.closeO
;
//read in CGI response (string of text)
try {
String thisLine;
String results = (" ")
;
DatalnputStream DIS = new DatalnputStream
(connection. getlnputStreamO) ;
while ((thisLine = DIS.readLineO) != null) {






//call results display screen which will parse the
//input stream and show it
Frame f4 = new Frame ();
Search_Results S = new Search_Results
(f4, "DecisionNet Search Results",
"Results of your search. \n"
+"Thank you for using DecisionNet. \n"




















catch (IOException e) {
Message_Field . setText (e . toString( ) )
}
catch (NullPointerException e) {
Message_Field . setText (e . toString () )
}
//catch any exceptions
catch (MalformedURLException e) {
Message_Field . setText (e . toStringO )
;
Frame f4 = new Frame ();
Reg_Complete D = new Reg_Complete
(f4, "DecisionNet Search Results",
"Search Engine Failed(Malf ormedURLException) . \n"
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+"If this continues, please contact DecisionNet. \n"













catch (IOException e) {
Message_Field.setText( "Connection Failed")
;
Frame f4 = new Frame ();
Reg_Complete D = new Reg_Complete
(f4, "DecisionNet Search Results",
"Search Engine Failed(IOException) . \n"
+"If this continues, please contact DecisionNet. \n"












catch (NullPointerException e) {
Message_Field . setText (e . toStringO )
;
Frame f4 = new Frame ;
Reg_Complete D = new Reg_Complete
(f4, "DecisionNet Search Results",
"Search Engine Failed(NullPointerException) . \n"
+"If this continues, please contact DecisionNet. \n"




















//These constrain functions are used to layout the components both
//within thier panels and the panels within the frame,
//(from Java in Nutshell)
public void constrain (Container container, Component component,
int grid_x,int grid_y,int grid_width,int grid_height,
int fill, int anchor, double weight_x, double weight_y,
int top, int left, int bottom, int right) {
GridBagConstraints c = new GridBagConstraintsO
;
c.gridx = grid_x; c.gridy = grid_y;
c.gridwidth = grid_width;c.gridheight = grid_height;
c.fill = f ill; c. anchor = anchor;
c.weightx = weight_x ; c. weighty = weight
_y;
if (top + bottom + left + right > 0)
c. insets = new Inset s (top, left, bottom, right )
;
( (GridBagLayout ) container
.







public void constrain (Container container, Component component,
int grid_x,int grid_y,int grid_width,int grid_height) {









GridBagConstraints . NORTHWEST ,0.0,0.0,0,0,0,0);
}
//
public void constrain (Container container , Component component,
int grid_x,int grid_y,int grid_width, int grid_height,
int top, int left, int bottom, int right) {
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grid_height , GridBagConstraints . NONE
,




APPENDIX I. SEARCH RESULTS
// The Search Results class is used to display the data returned from
// the cgi script search engine
//
// Copyright by: LT Chris Corgnati for Thesis work with Prof Bhargava
//
// Last modified: 1400 29 July 1997 Version 1.0
//
//




public class Search_Results extends Dialog {
// Control variables are internal to this object





protected String [] lines;
protected int num_lines;
GridBagLayout gridbag = new GridBagLayoutO
;
// Constructor code
public Search_Results (Frame f, String title, String message,
String Cancel_label, String results)
{
super (f , "DecisionNet" .false)
;
this . setLayout (new BorderLayout (40 , 60) )
//
// Creation and layout of GUI components
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//-
Panel pi = new PanelO;
pi . setLayout (gridbag)
;
label = new MultiLineLabel (message, 1)
;
constrain (pi , label ,0,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,4,4,4,4);
Panel p2 = new PanelO;
p2 . setLayout (gridbag)
display = new TextArea(23,70)
;
//this code parses the input stream by the character &
//into an array of strings to be displayed
StringTokenizer t = new StringTokenizer (result s, "&")
;
num.line = t .countTokensO ;
lines = new String [num_lines]
for(int i = 0;i < num_lines; i++)
lines [i] = (t .nextToken () + " \n");
for(int i = 0;i < num_lines; i++) display .appendText (lines [i])
;
constrain (p2 , display ,0,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,4,4,4,4);
Panel p3 = new PanelO;




constrain (p3 , cancel ,0,0,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,4,4,4,4);
this. showO
;
// Arrange the panels
this . setLayout (gridbag)
;
// Add panels to the top level window
constrain (this
,
pi, 1,0, 1,1, GridBagConstraints . BOTH
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,3,3,3,3);
constrain (this
,
p2 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,
GridBagConstraints . CENTER, .0,0.0,3,3,3,3);
constrain (this
,
p3 , 1 , 2 , 1 , 1 , GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL





public boolean action(Event e, Object arg) {








protected void answer (int answer) {
switch (answer) {











//These constrain functions are used to layout the components both
//within thier panels and the panels within the frame,
//(from Java in Nutshell)
public void constrain (Container container, Component component,
int grid_x,int grid_y,int grid_width, int grid_height,
int fill, int anchor , double weight _x, double weight_y,
int top, int left, int bottom, int right) {
GridBagConstraints c = new GridBagConstraintsO
;
c.gridx = grid_x;c.gridy = grid_y;
c.gridwidth = grid_width;c.gridheight = grid_height;
c.fill = f ill; c. anchor = anchor;
c.weightx = weight_x;c. weighty = weight
_y;
if (top + bottom + left + right > 0)















int grid_x,int grid_y,int grid_width,int grid_height) {









GridBagConstraints . NORTHWEST ,0.0,0.0,0,0,0,0);
}
public void constrain (Container container, Component component,
int grid_x,int grid_y,int grid_width,int grid_height,
int top, int left, int bottom, int right) {







grid_height , GridBagConstraints . NONE,




APPENDIX J. REG COMPLETE
// The Reg_Complete class is an class to display registration results
//
// Copyright by: LT Chris Corgnati for Thesis work with Prof Bhargava
//
// Last modified: 1700 9 July 1997 Version 1.0
//
//
import j ava . awt . *
;
public class Reg_Complete extends Dialog {
// Control variables are internal to this object
private static final int Cancel = 1;
protected Button cancel;
protected MultiLineLabel label;
GridBagLayout gridbag = new GridBagLayout ;
// Constructor code
public Reg_Complete (Frame f .String title, String message,
String Cancel_label)
{
super (f, "DecisionNet" , false) ;
this . setLayout (new BorderLayout (20 , 20) )
;
//
// Creation and layout of GUI components
Panel pi = new Panel ();
pi. add (label = new MultiLineLabel (message, 1))
;
Panel p2 = new Panel 0;




constrain (p2 , cancel ,1,2,1,1, GridBagConstraints . HORIZONTAL
,





// Arrange the panels
this . setLayout (gridbag)
;
// Add panels to the top level window
constrain (this, pi, 1,0, l,l,GridBagConstraints.BOTH,
GridBagConstraint s . CENTER ,0.0,0.0,3,3,3,3);
constrain (this
,
p2 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , GridBagConstraint s . HORIZONTAL
,




public boolean action (Event e, Object arg) {








protected void answer (int answer) {
switch (answer) {










public void constrain (Container container, Component component,
int grid_x,int grid_y,int grid_width, int grid_height,
int fill, int anchor, double weight _x, double weight
_y,
int top, int left, int bottom, int right) {
GridBagConstraint s c = new GridBagConstraintsO
;
c.gridx = grid_x;c.gridy = grid_y;
c.gridwidth = grid_width;c.gridheight = grid_height;
c.fill = f ill; c. anchor = anchor;
c.weightx = weight_x;c. weighty = weight
_y;
if (top + bottom + left + right > 0)
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public void constrain (Container container, Component component,
int grid_x,int grid_y,int grid_width,int grid_height) {








grid_height , GridBagConstraint s . NONE
,
GridBagConstraints . NORTHWEST ,0.0,0.0,0,0,0,0);
}
//
public void constrain (Container container, Component component,
int grid_x,int grid_y,int grid_width,int grid_height,
int top, int left, int bottom, int right) {
















// The Grep class is an class to identify lines from taxonomy. db
// that contain a given string arguement
//
// Copyright by: LT Chris Corgnati for Thesis work with Prof Bhargava
//




public class Grep {
List level;
public Grep (String args.List level , InputStream i) {
try {
DatalnputStream d = new DatalnputStream(i)
;
GrepInputStream g = new GrepInputStream (d, args, level)
;
String line = null;
String display = null;
do {
//calls GrepInputStream
line = g.readLineO ;
//names in data files start at character 38
display = line. substring (38)
;





while (line != null);
g.closeO
;
catch (IOException e) {







// The GrepInputStream class is an object to filter the taxonomy
//
// Copyright by: LT Chris Corgnati for Thesis work with Prof Bhargava
//
// Last modified: 1300 29 July 1997 Version 1.1
//
import java.io.*;
import j ava . awt . *
;




public GrepInputStream(DataInputStream in, String substring,
List levelH
super (in)
this. in = in;
this. substring = substring;
}
//
public final String readLineO throws IOException {
String line;
do {
line = in. readLineO
;
}







// The QueryString class is an class to combine string values for
// input to a CGI script.
//
// Copyright by: LT Chris Corgnati for Thesis work with Prof Bhargava
//
// Last modified: 1400 30 June 1997 Version 1.0
//
import java.net .URLEncoder;
public class QueryString {
String query;
public QueryString (Object name, Object value) {
query = URLEncoder .encode (name. toStringO) + "=" +
URLEncoder . encode (value . toString ( ) )
;
}
public void add(0bject name, Object value) {
query += "&" + URLEncoder. encode (name. toStringO) + "=" +
URLEncoder . encode (value . toString ( ) )
;
}







// The MultiLineLabel class is an object to parse a long string into
// smaller strings for display. Java doesn't support a label greater
// than one line. Borrowed from "Java in a Nutshell".
//
// Copyright by: LT Chris Corgnati for Thesis work with Prof Bhargava
//




public class MultiLineLabel extends Canvas {
public static final int LEFT=0;
public static final int CENTER=1;
public static final int RIGHT=2;







protected int [] line_widths;
protected int max_width;
protected int alignment=LEFT;
protected void newLabel (String label) {
StringTokenizer t=new StringTokenizer (label , "\n") ;
num_lines = t. countTokens ;
lines = new String [num.lines]
;
line_widths = new int [num_lines]
;
for (int i=0;i<num_lines; i++) lines [i]=t. nextTokenO
;
>
protected void measure {
FontMetrics fm = this. getFontMetrics (this. getFont ()) ;
if (fm == null) return;





for(int i=0; i<mim_lines; i++) {




public MultiLineLabel (String label, int margin_width,






this. alignment = alignment;
}
public MultiLineLabel (String label, int margin_width,
int margin_height) {
this (label ,margin_width , margin_height , LEFT)
;
}
public MultiLineLabel (String label, int alignment) {
this (label, 20, 20, alignment)
;
}
public MultiLineLabel (String label) {
this (label, 20, 20, LEFT)
;
}







public void setFont(Font f) {











public void setAlignment(int a) {alignment=a; repaint () ;}
public void setMarginWidth(int mw) {margin_width=mw; repaint () ;}
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public void setMarginHeight (int mh) {margin_height=mh; repaint () ;}
public int getAlignmentO {return alignment;}
public int getMarginWidthQ {return margin_width;}
public int getMarginHeightO {return margin_height ;}
public void addNotifyO {super . addNot ify() ;measure() ;}
public Dimension preferredSizeO {
return new Dimension(max_width + 2*margin_width,
num_lines * line_height + 2*margin_height)
;
}
public Dimension minimumSizeO {
return new Dimension (max_width, num_lines*line_height )
;
}




y=line_ascent + (d. height - num_lines * line_height)/2;







x=(d. width - line_widths [i] ) / 2;break;
case RIGHT:







APPENDIX O. INDEXED SEARCH
unit Indexedl; {Technology Search Engine; created by Chris Corgnati.
Last updated 23 Jul 97.}
interface
uses
SysUtils, WinTypes, WinProcs, Messages, Classes, Graphics, Controls,
Forms, Dialogs, DB, Cgidb, Cgi, DBTables;
type


























procedure FormCreate (Sender : TObject)
;
private
{ Private declarations }
public








procedure TForml .FormCreate (Sender : TObject);
var
N_R : smallint; {Number of Records in Technolo.db}
N_T_R : smallint; {Number of Records in Search_Temp_2 . db}
{User selections passed to cgi from applet}
Var_Value : array [0..4] of string;
{database field names}
Category : array [0..4] of string;
{strings read from applet}
Temp_Deg_Value : array [0..4,0..2] of string;
{strings converted to float (single)}
Deg_Value : array [0..4.0..2] of Single;
{Values of variables from temp records}
temp : array [0.. 50,0.. 4] of string;
{holds provider info for display}
info : array [0.. 50,0.. 2] of string;
{Record Variable Score}
R_V_S : array [0.. 50,0.. 4] of Single;
{Total Score for a given record}
T_S : array [0.. 50] of Single;
{strings read from applet}
Temp_Weight : array [0. .4] of string;
{strings converted to float (single)}

















{control flag for 'all' selections}
Var_All_Bool : array [0.. 50,0.. 4] of Boolean;
{control flag for exact variable matches}
Match.Bool : array [0.. 50,0.. 4] of Boolean;
{control flag for child in taxonomy}
child : array [0.. 50,0.. 4] of Boolean;
{control flag for second level child in taxonomy}
Child_Sec_Bool : array [0.. 50,0.. 4] of Boolean;
{control flag for parent in taxonomy}
parent : array [0.. 50,0.. 4] of Boolean;
{control flag for second level parent in taxonomy}
Parent_Sec_Bool : array [0.. 50,0.. 4] of Boolean;
{control flag for sibling in taxonomy}













{find number of records}
with Table 1 do
begin
Table 1 .open;





{read in variables from applet and init arrays}
{strings are converted to float or int where appropriate}
for r := to N_R do
begin
for v := to 4 do
begin
child [r,v] := false;
Child_Sec_Bool[r,v] := false;
parent [r,v] := false;
Parent_Sec_Bool[r,v] := false;




{used to generate the queries}
C := ('Child');
P : = ( ' Parent
' )
;



























GetSmallField ( ' tSolutionMethod
' )
= GetSmallFieldC 'tlndType' )
;
GetSmallFieldC 'tOrgType' )
{user selected weights and degredation
multipliers-from applet}
Temp_Weight[0] := GetSmallFieldC Problem.Weight
')
;
Weight [0] : = StrToFloat (Temp.Weight [0] )
;
Temp.Deg.Value [0,0] : = GetSmallField ( ' Problem.C.Deg ' )
;
Deg_Value[0,0] := StrToFloat CTemp.Deg.Value [0,0] )
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Temp_Deg_Value[0,l] := GetSmallFieldC 'Problem.P.Deg' )
;
Deg.Value [0,1] : = StrToFloat (Temp_Deg_Value [0,1]);
Temp_Deg_Value [0,2] : = GetSmallField ( ' Problem_S_Deg ' )
Deg.Value [0,2] : = StrToFloat (Temp_Deg_Value [0,2]);
Temp_Weight[l] := GetSmallField ( 'Functional_Weight ')
;
Weight[l] := StrToFloat (Temp.Weight [1] )
;
Temp_Deg_Value[l,0] := GetSmallField ('Functional_C_Deg' )
;
Deg_Value[l,0] := StrToFloat (Temp_Deg_Value [1 ,0] )
;
Temp_Deg_Value [1,1] := GetSmallField ( 'Functional_P_Deg' )
Deg_Value[l,l] := StrToFloat (Temp_Deg_Value [ 1, 1] )
Temp_Deg_Value [1,2] : = GetSmallField ( ' Functional_S_Deg
' )
Deg_Value[l,2] := StrToFloat (Temp_Deg_Value[l, 2] )
Temp_weight [2] := GetSmallField('Solution_Weight ' )
;
Weight [2] : = StrToFloat (Temp_Weight [2] )
;
Temp_Deg_Value [2,0] : = GetSmallField ( ' Solut ion_C_Deg ' )
;
Deg_Value [2,0] : = StrToFloat (Temp_Deg_Value [2,0]);
Temp_Deg_Value[2,l] := GetSmallField (' Solut ion_P_Deg' )
Deg.Value [2,1] : = StrToFloat (Temp_Deg_Value [2,1]);
Temp_Deg_Value[2,2] := GetSmallFieldO Solut ion_S_Deg')
Deg_Value [2,2] : = StrToFloat (Temp_Deg_Value [2,2]);
Temp.Weight [3] : = GetSmallFieldC ' Industry.Weight ' )
;
Weight [3] : = StrToFloat (Temp.Weight [3] )
Temp_Deg_Value [3,0] : = GetSmallField ( ' Industry_C_Deg • )
;
Deg_Value [3,0] : = StrToFloat (Temp_Deg_Value [3,0]);
Temp_Deg_Value [3,1] : = GetSmallField ( ' Industry_P_Deg ' )
Deg_Value [3,1] : = StrToFloat (Temp_Deg_Value [3,1]);
Temp_Deg_Value [3,2] : = GetSmallField ( ' Industry_S_Deg ' )
Deg.Value [3,2] : = StrToFloat (Temp_Deg_Value [3,2]);
Temp_Weight[4] := GetSmallFieldC 'Organization.Weight ')
Weight [4] : = StrToFloat (Temp_Weight [4] )
;
Temp_Deg_Value[4,0] := GetSmallFieldC '0rganization_C_Deg')
;
Deg.Value [4,0] : = StrToFloat CTemp_Deg_Value [4,0]);
Temp_Deg_Value[4,l] := GetSmallFieldC ' 0rganization_P_Deg' )
Deg.Value [4,1] : = StrToFloat (Temp_Deg_Value [4,1]);
Temp_Deg_Value[4,2] := GetSmallFieldC 'Organization.S.Deg')
Deg_Value[4,2] := StrToFloat (Temp_Deg_Value [4,2] )
;
{ }
{quick search for technologies that may be of interest
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send from Technolo.db to search_temp . db}
















for v := to 4 do
begin
Queryl . SQL . clear
;
Queryl. SQL. add ('SELECT * FROM TECHNOLO');
Queryl. SQL. add ('WHERE ('+ Category [v] + ' = '"
+ Var_Value[v] + '") ');

















{remove duplicate records from Search_Temp . db and copy results





Query2.SQL.add ('SELECT DISTINCT ProviderID, TechID,
TechName,tProblemArea,tFunctionalArea,
tSolut ionMethod , t IndType , tOrgType • )
;
Query2 . SQL . add ( ' FROM Search_Temp ' )
;







{go through every record in Search_Temp_2 . db and evaluate its value
against the user selections. The relevence score should be sent to
R_V_S[r,v] for later use in calculating T_S}
with Table3 do






C_2_Temp := (' ');
P_2_Temp := (' ');
for r := to N_T_R do
begin
for v := to 4 do
begin
R_V_S[r,v] := (0.0);
info[r,v] := (' ');











{read in one record at a time to analyze the variables}
for r := to (N_T_R - 1) do
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begin









= Table3. Fields [3] .AsString;
= Table3. Fields [4] .AsString;
= Table3. Fields [5] .AsString;
= Table3. Fields [6] .AsString;
= Table3. Fields [7] .AsString;
= Table3. Fields [0] .AsString;
= Table3. Fields [1] .AsString;





{check for relationships and turn on boolean flags once a
relationship has been established. Order of precedence:
user selected All, exact variable match, child, sibling,
parent, second level child, second level parent}
with Query4 do
begin
for r := to (N_T_R - 1) do
begin
for v := to 4 do
begin
{if user selects ALL we consider it a match}




{a match is assigned a score of 1.0}




{check for child relationships}
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if (Var_All_Bool[r,v] <> True) and













Query4 . SQL . clear
;
Query4 . SQL . add ('SELECT * FROM Taxonomy');
Query4 . SQL . add ('WHERE C+C+' = " ' +Var_Value [v]







if Table5.RecordCount > then
begin





{check for parent relationship}
if (Var_All_Bool[r,v] <> True) and
(Match_Bool[r,v] <> True) and
















Query4 . SQL . add ( ' SELECT * FROM Taxonomy ' )
;
Query4 . SQL . add ('WHERE C+C+' = " , +temp[r,v]+' " AND '







if Table5.RecordCount > then
begin






{check for sibling relationship}
if (Var_All_Bool[r,v] <> True) and
(Match_Bool[r,v] <> True) and
( child [r,v] <> True) and













Query4 . SQL . clear
;
Query4 . SQL . add ( ' SELECT * FROM Taxonomy ' )
;








Table5. First () ;
P_Temp := Table5. Fields [0] .AsString;
Table5. Close ();
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{check to see if Parent is on top level
-that is a meaningless relationship}
if (P_Temp <> 'Problem Area') and
(P_Temp <> 'Functional Area') and
(P_Temp <> 'Solution Method') and
(P_Temp <> 'Industry Type') and
(P_Temp <> 'Organization Type') then
begin
Query4 . SQL . clear
;
Query4 . SQL . add ( ' SELECT * FROM Taxonomy
' )
;
Query4 . SQL . add ('WHERE C+C+' = ,"+temp[r,v]








if (k > 0) then
begin





{check for second level child relationship}
if (Var_All_Bool[r,v] <> True) and
(Match_Bool[r,v] <> True) and
(child [r,v] <> True) and
(parent [r,v] <> True) and













Query4 . SQL . clear
;
Query4 . SQL . add ( ' SELECT * FROM Taxonomy
' )
;












for i := to (j) do
begin
C_2_Temp := Table6. Fields [0] .AsString;
if (C_2_Temp <> 'Problem Area') and
(C_2_Temp <> 'Functional Area') and
(C_2_Temp <> 'Solution Method') and
(C_2_Temp <> 'Industry Type') and
(C_2_Temp <> 'Organization Type') then
begin
Query4 . SQL . clear
;
Query4 . SQL . add ( ' SELECT * FROM Taxonomy
' )
;
Query4 . SQL . add ('WHERE C+P+' = n '+temp[r,v]























{check for second level parent relationship}
if (Var_All_Bool[r,v] <> True) and
(Match_Bool[r,v] <> True) and
(child [r,v] <> True) and
(parent [r,v] <> True) and
(sibling [r,v] <> True) and
















Query4 . SQL . add ( ' SELECT * FROM Taxonomy ' )
;
Query4.SQL.add ('WHERE C+P+' = "'











for i := to j do
begin
P_2_Temp := Table6. Fields [1] .AsString;
Query4. SQL. clear;
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Query4 . SQL . add ( ' SELECT * FROM Taxonomy
' )
;
Query4 . SQL . add ('WHERE 0+P+' = ,,, +P_2_Temp+"'










if k > then
begin












{evaluate booleans and set the R_V_S accordingly}
for r := to (N_T_R - 1) do
begin
for v := to 4 do
begin
{if user selects ALL we consider it a match}




{a match is assigned a score of 1.0}





{query taxonomy. db for child relationship}




{query taxonomy. db for parent relationship}
else if (parent [r,v] = True) then
begin
R_V_S[r,v] := DegJValue [v, 1]
end
{query taxonomy. db for sibling relationship}




{query taxonomy. db for second level child relationship}
else if (Child_Sec_Bool[r,v] = True) then
begin
R_V_S[r,v] := Deg_Value[v,0] *Deg_Value[v,0]
end
{query taxonomy. db for second level parent relationship}
else if (Parent_Sec_Bool[r,v] = True) then
begin
R_V_S[r,v] := Deg.Value [v, 1] *Deg_Value[v, 1]
end
{if technology is listed as all we assign a score of 0.5}













{Calculate the Total Score for each record in Search_Temp_2.db}
for r := to (N_T_R - 1) do {should use RecordCount}
begin








{all instances of the character & are for output parsing and
have no effect on the search}
send( ' DecisionNet Search Engine Results' + '&' );
send( ' ' + '&' );
{user selection information}
sendCUser Selections: '+ '&');
send ('Problem Area = ' + Var.Value [0] + '&');
send ('Functional Area = ' + Var_Value[l]+ '&');
send( 'Solution Method = ' + Var.Value [2] + '&');
sendC Industry Type = ' + Var.Value [3] + '&');
send ( 'Organization Type = ' + Var_Value [4] + '&');
sendC '+ '&');
send ('Problem Area Weight = ' + FloatToStr (Weight [0] ) + '&');
send ('Functional Area Weight = ' + FloatToStr (Weight [1] ) + '&');
sendC Solution Method Weight = ' + FloatToStr (Weight [2] ) + '&');
sendC Industry Type Weight = ' + FloatToStr (Weight [3] ) + '&');
sendC Organization Type Weight = ' + FloatToStr (Weight [4] ) + '&');
sendC '+ '&');
{sends T_S and R_V_S array values for individual technologies}
for r := to (N_T_R - 1) do
begin
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sendOTechID = ' + info[r,l] + ' TechName = ' + info [r, 2]+ '&');
sendC ' + '&');
send('Relevency Score = • + FloatToStr(T_S[r] )+ '&');
send ('Score for (Problem Area) =
' + FloatToStr(R_V_S[r,v])+ '&');
sendC Score for (Functional Area) =
' + FloatToStr(R_V_S[r,v])+ '&');
sendC Score for (Solution Method) =
' + FloatToStr(R_V_S[r,v])+ '&');
sendCScore for (Industry Type) =
' + FloatToStr(R_V_S[r,v] )+ '&');
sendCScore for (Organization Type) =




send( 'This search engine was created by LT Chris Corgnati'+ '&');
send( 'for Professor Hemant Bhargava at the Naval Postgraduate
School. '+ '&' );





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX R. TAXONOMY LEVEL 3
This file has been formatted for display. Where line
breaks appear, it is only to fit the text on this page. The
actual data file has no blank lines and the child variable













































Grid or knot generation


















































































































































Grid or Knot generation


















APPENDIX S. TAXONOMY LEVEL 4
This file has been formatted for display. Where line
breaks appear, it is only to fit the text on this page. The
actual data file has no blank lines and the child variable
always starts at character position 39.
Least squares approximation
Least squares approximation



















































































Systems of linear equations
Systems of linear equations
Systems of linear equations
Systems of linear equations





















































































































































































Grid or knot generation
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